A Critical Introduction to the Works of the Singer-Songwriter Renaud
Introduction
‘Une bouffée d’air frais et de subversion post soixante-huitarde
dans la chanson française.’
In May 1968, at the age of sixteen, Renaud Séchan, who was to abandon school the following year, barricaded himself behind the gates of the Sorbonne. In the midst of the student protests, he spontaneously wrote his first song, Crève Salope, which was taken up by any student present in possession of a guitar. Six years later, after having travelled to different parts of France, worked in a bookshop and acted alongside Miou Miou and Coluche, Renaud once again took up his guitar and performed on the streets of Paris with his friend and accordionist, Michel Pons. In 1975 his first album Amoureux de Paname was released.
This thesis will provide a critical investigation of Renaud’s work, from 1975 onwards. It does not purport to be an exhaustive study, but will attempt to assess critically the importance of his œuvre and suggest what original qualities he has brought to the sphere of French chanson. Furthermore, it will identify areas in his work of particular interest and examine his songs in relation to a wider social and cultural context.
The critic and writer, Michael Gray, describes Bob Dylan’s œuvre in the following manner: ‘What Dylan does not do is consciously to offer a sustained, cohesive philosophy of life, intellectually considered and checked for contradictions. What he does offer is the artistic recreation of the individual’s struggle in our times’. A similar description could easily be applied to Renaud. Although in Renaud’s work some very obvious political themes are prevalent: anarchy, anti-militarism, the Third World, the overriding ‘struggle in his times’ seems to me to be, above all, his attempt to come to terms with changing popular-cultural myths in a globalised society. My aim in this thesis is to trace the ways in which Renaud reacts to and deals with these changing myths. There are three main areas in his work which illustrate this, and these correspond to the three main chapters of the thesis. The first chapter will focus on the depiction of youth and youth culture in his songs and suggest in what ways Renaud becomes a mirror for young people, portraying their universe in the face of changing social structures and cultural narratives. The second chapter will explore his portrayal of popular-cultural myths in the context of the city of Paris and a section of its inhabitants. The final chapter will concentrate on Renaud’s concerns with commercialism, authenticity and image within the music industry and as part of his career as a chanson artist.
French chanson is a specific genre and as such has its own history. As this thesis will illustrate, Renaud sees himself as an Auteur-Compositeur-Interpète (ACI) in the French chanson tradition, and thus becomes part of the history of chanson. It is therefore important for a full understanding of his work to contextualise him, and briefly examine his predecessors and influences. The following account will provide a brief history of French chanson, followed by a concise biography of Renaud’s career, tracing his evolving preoccupations and a summary of his albums to date.
Pierre Saka contends that the official history of French chanson starts at the beginning of the eighteenth century with the creation of the ‘dîners du caveau’: meetings of chansonniers which often attracted cultured members of society. The first famous chansonnier was Desaugiers (1772-1827), author of Paris à cinq heures du matin, but Béranger (1780-1857) became the most well-known chansonnier of the epoch, and the first real ‘star’ of French song. In the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries song became ‘un instrument d’agitation populaire’. Louis Festeau was convinced of the social comment and ‘engagement’ a chansonnier should make. He wrote: ‘le chansonnier est l’écho, le pétitionnaire du peuple. Il rit de sa joie, pleure de sa souffrance, et menace de sa colère’. The late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries are most famous for the chanson réaliste, whose narratives, for the most part, concentrate on the working-class inhabitants of the outlying areas of Paris: Belleville, Montmartre and the ‘Zone’ beyond. One of the first artists to be associated with this type of song was Aristide Bruant, (1851-1925) although Fréhel and Piaf are equally well-known for their realist style. Bruant was born into a bourgeois family and led a comfortable life. However, the content of his songs focused on the working-class and the parts of Paris they inhabited - Montmartre and the ‘Zone’ - and were realist narratives often written in slang. Songs about the demi-monde, ‘la pègre’ and the ‘apaches’ entered ‘the repertory of music-hall entertainment in 1909 when Max Dearly and Mistinguett presented a sensational dance act at the Moulin Rouge: la valse chaloupée.’ Although the popularity of the apaches had gone out of fashion by the 1920s, the Parisian demi-monde in different forms has always remained a fascinating subject for popular entertainment. Similarly, the Montmartre of Bruant’s songs, and the ‘zone’ - home to the ‘little people’ on the outskirts of Paris - changed dramatically after the war. However, the ‘folklore des faubourgs’, the myth of these little people and the area they inhabit goes on. Renaud, as will be further discussed in Chapter 3, evokes this era of Paris through the names of his characters, the places they frequent and the ‘realist’ style of narrative.
The 1950s saw the emergence of the ‘phénomène "rive-gauche"’ and the intellectual or literary song. Based mainly in the cabarets of Saint-Germain-des-Près, this type of song, also known as the chanson poétique, led to the rise of the Auteur-Compositeur-Interprète in France. Charles Trenet and later, Ferré, Brassens and Brel are the most well-known exponents of this type of song where the text is the most important element. The coming of pop in around 1960, and the wave of French pop songs known as yéyé (due to the imitation of the English ‘yeh, yeh’) ended the influence of the chanson poétique and songs where the text was of primary importance. Imported rock and pop songs emphasised both music and lyrics, and in France after May 1968, a new generation of ACIs combined pop and chanson poétique, Jacques Higelin being one of the first and most influential exponents of this new style. Renaud also belongs to this post-1968 generation, however, his originality stems from the fact that he combines elements of the chanson réaliste with modern rock and pop sounds and themes. On a superficial level, this combination of influences can be explained by his background. As a child he grew up listening to his mother’s ‘chouchous’: Maurice Chevalier, Edith Piaf and accordion music generally, whilst discovering in his youth, The Beatles, Hughes Auffray and Johnny Hallyday.
Renaud’s background also explains some of his preoccupations in his work. He was born on 11 May 1952 in southern Paris near the Porte d’Orléans, an area which he ardently defends in the song Le Blues de la Porte d’Orléans. His father was a writer, translator and German teacher, and his mother a housewife, raising six children. His paternal grandfather taught at the Sorbonne, and his great-grandfather was a protestant minister. However, his maternal counterpart, Oscar, the eponymous protagonist of one of his songs, was a miner in the North of France. Renaud’s immediate background then, like Bruant’s, was middle-class, but, through his songs one can sense a strong attachment to the working-class roots of his mother’s side of the family.
Throughout his career his musical influences and social and political concerns can be seen not only through his songs but also through the way in which he projects different images of himself through his album covers and stage clothes. His first album, Amoureux de Paname, for example, which was released when he was still relatively unknown in the music world, sees Renaud as ‘une espèce de Gavroche rigolard, clope au bec et foulard rouge, regard faussement candide et sourire insolent, coiffé d’une gapette d’apache’ (Figure 1). Similarly, the overriding theme of this first album is a reworking of Parisian myths. By his second album both his image and his narrative content have changed, and the title song Laisse béton brought Renaud fame and commercial success. The album cover (Figure 2) shows Renaud as more of a 'loubard' figure resting on his mobylette in front of a dilapidated, graffiti-covered building, with the phrase ‘place de ma mob’ written on the wall and an arrow pointing to Renaud, clearly identifying him with his surroundings. In 1978, the same year as the release of his second album, Renaud also played ‘Le Printemps de Bourges’ for the first time and with much success. ‘Le Printemps’ was first established in 1977 and gave space to new talents as well as being a forum for debates and analyses. Renaud’s next three albums Ma Gonzesse (1979), Marche à l’ombre (1980), and Le Retour de Gérard Lambert (1981) depict more violent scenes on their album covers. The image on the Marche à l’ombre cover (Figure 3), for example, is black and white except for red lettering and the red of Renaud’s ‘foulard’ (the only remaining item from his ‘realist’ phase, which, with his leather jacket, was to become a visual motif of his stage persona). Renaud is seen from behind a broken glass window, staring directly ahead with unwashed messy hair. The colour red makes a vibrant contrast to the black and grey of the rest of the photograph, and given the broken window, is suggestive of blood. Renaud himself is seen as a resolute young male, defiantly staring straight ahead as if to challenge the onlooker. Renaud’s success as a chanson artist continued to grow over the course of these three albums. In March 1980 he played a sell-out tour at Bobino for one month, and the press began to talk of the ‘phénomène Renaud’. In January 1982 he played solo at the Olympia, following Yves Montand. A review of his performance in Le Monde, concludes as follows: ‘en uniforme de loubard aujourd’hui désormais naturalisé banlieusard, comme à ses débuts il était Titi parisien [. . .] un révolté voilà ce qu’il est [. . .] anti-communiste, anti-fasciste, anti-n’importe quoi [. . .] Coluche et Reiser semblent les parrains de cette terreur à tête de mignon gavroche. [. . .] Il draine dans ses chansons tout un bric-à-brac contemporain. Peu importe qu’il soit sincère ou non, ce dont il parle existe, et son répertoire tient debout, même s’il n’est pas très varié.’
However, changes in Renaud’s private life also marked a change in the tone of his songs from 1983 onwards. He is now married with a daughter, Lolita, to whom, the album, Morgane de toi (1983) is dedicated. The cover (Figure 4) marks a sharp contrast to the preceding violent images. It shows a full-length shot of Renaud in the centre of the cover holding his daughter in one arm, and a guitar in his free hand, walking along a path in what appears to be a park. The softer image equally reflects the narrative content of the songs. The album sees Renaud as a husband and father rather than an anarchistic and violent youth. Morgane de toi sold 1,300,000 copies in a few months and, as Marc Robine comments, this is a ‘chiffre qui n’avait jamais été atteint par un chanteur s’exprimant en français, depuis le fameux disque testament de Jacques Brel, Les Marquises’. When his subsequent album, Mistral gagnant, was released two years after Morgane de toi, in 1985, Renaud ‘est alors au sommet de sa carrière. C’est à lui que l’on demande d’essuyer les plâtres du Zénith, en janvier 84, [. . .] lui enfin, qui, en ’86, à l’occasion des manifestations estudiantines contre la loi Devaquet, sera désigné par 31% de jeunes (de seize à vingt-deux ans) comme la personnalité incarnant le mieux leurs aspirations’. Therefore, not only is he immensly successful at this period in his careeer but he is also seen as a personality with whom young people can identify. The album cover (Figure 5) continues the softer tone seen in Morgane de toi. It shows Renaud from the waist up, staring dream-like, but fatigued, to centre right sucking his thumb and holding his red foulard as a child would its ‘comforter’. In his other hand he is holding a fishing rod. The out-of-focus background is of a lake. Again the image reflects the songs on the album, such as the wistfully reminiscent La Pêche à la ligne or Mistral gagnant. His following album, Putain de camion, 1988, was not as commercially successful as the two previous albums due to Renaud’s decision not to engage in publicity for its release (see Chapter 4 for a full account of this decision). However, the ‘beauté et la qualité de l’album’ earned Renaud a number of prizes, from the ‘Ville de Paris’, the ‘Ministère de la Culture’ and the SACEM’. The album cover is solemn in tone reflecting the sentiments of loss expressed in the title song for the comedian, and close friend of Renaud’s, Coluche, who had recently been killed. A vase of red poppies is depicted encased within a large black background and the title of the album, along with the name ‘renaud’, all in lower case is subtly displayed at the top centre of the cover. The cover to his next album, Marchand de cailloux, 1991, (Figure 6) is interesting in that it reflects his tendency towards a less challenging and anarchistic tone in his songs. It shows a close-up of Renaud from the shoulder upwards, wearing the usual leather jacket and with a cigarette in his mouth. He appears to be adjusting his hair with one hand and staring to the left, either at the title of his album which has been displayed in letters unravelled from a pile in the bottom left of the cover, or at an imaginary mirror. His gaze is far less menacing than it was on the Marche à l’ombre album, which also saw a close-up of Renaud, as here he is avoiding the public’s gaze by staring away from the camera. This suggests a less challenging and subversive temperament, although Renaud appears to be frowning, which would suggest annoyance. In 1993, he released Renaud cante el nord which will not be studied in this thesis as the songs are, for the most part, written and sung in ‘chti’, the traditional language of the people of the north of France. His last album to date of new songs is A la Belle de mai (1994), a tribute to the working-class area of Marseille of the same name. Although there have been various compilation albums released since 1994, he has not produced any original material since this album.
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1 Possible approaches to the study of Renaud
 
There is very little published material available on the work of Renaud, therefore, one of the first tasks in this thesis is to establish a suitable methodology for approaching his work. Of the books available on him, most are biographical in origin, and include glossy photographs and anecdotal information rather than analysis of his songs, or a consideration of his role as a chanson artist. Renaud l’album, written by his brother Thierry Séchan and the journalist, Dominique Sanchez, is a fairly large, glossy book containing a biography, several photographs and an A-Z of key themes in his life and songs. Le Roman de Renaud, also by his brother, Thierry, is written in a journalistic style and provides background information to his songs and his career, although it does not provide direct analysis of his songs. The absence of scholarly material on Renaud is not unusual for the genre of chanson, as there is a relative absence of scholarly and theoretical work on chanson generally, in France and Great Britain. This trend is, however, beginning to change in both countries with work being done on Brassens, Brel and Ferré, and conference papers on chanson artists.
The published material available on chanson falls into three main areas. Firstly, there are biographies of individual chanson artists, like L’Album above. There are also various histories of French song available, focusing on different eras or themes, and mainly journalistic in style. Lucien Rioux’s 50 Ans de la chanson française, or Claude Fléouter’s Un Siècle de chansons, for example, are useful background works, but provide no critical analysis of individual songs. Cent ans de chanson française, compiled by three academics, however, stands out as, though fundamentally a history of chanson and set out in a A-Z style, it is more critical in its analytical style. There are, however, other studies written by academics: Le Rock: aspects esthétiques, culturels et sociaux, edited by Anne-Marie Gourdon, for example, contains material on the history of rock and a useful chapter by Catherine Chocron in which she examines journalistic approaches to ‘analysing’ popular music. Mignon and Hennion’s Rock: de l’histoire au mythe also contains valid material on the appeal of rock. However, in the above cases, and this is true of academic approaches generally, the writers address chanson from one specific angle, be it literary, sociological or linguistic. Louis-Jean Calvet, author of Chanson et société, however, is the only French critic to examine in detail the various approaches which can be adapted to the study of chanson. Unlike the above, he is not content to provide simply an historical overview, or approach chanson from a purely linguistic or sociological standpoint, but attempts to provide a multi-dimensional approach. Similarly, Peter Hawkins, one of the rare British scholars working on chanson, also assesses different methods of studying song. Some ‘Anglo-Saxon’ work is also useful, as, although it does not refer to chanson specifically, it does analyse popular music as a complex, multi-dimensional phenomenon. Simon Frith, for example, the internationally known British scholar in popular-music studies, has produced ground-breaking analyses of the importance of lyrics, music and performance in popular song, as well as of ‘the sociology of rock’.
From this brief survey of works available on chanson, Calvet, Hawkins and Frith stand out in particular as attempting to explore how to analyse critically chanson from a multi-dimensional standpoint. Therefore, I will frequently refer to their works in this chapter in my own attempt to assess the best approach to Renaud’s work. My survey will not, however, be limited to the above three authors but will refer to other material where appropriate to provide a balanced overview of approaches to studying Renaud.
The above survey, however, also makes clear the relative shortage of scholarly material on chanson. Why this is so needs to be explored. Calvet writing in 1981, sees chanson as undervalued in France by critics and the general public alike, and begins his study by providing an initial reminder of the genre’s importance: Face à une certaine péjoration qui tend à classer la chanson dans les sous produits de la culture, il ne suffit pas d’affirmer: ‘la chanson est une chose importante’. Reconnaître son importance à la chanson, ce n’est pas seulement dire cette importance, c’est étudier la chanson comme phénomène important, et se donner les moyens d’en parler de façon sérieuse.
The core of Calvet’s argument in Chanson et société lies in this last sentence: he is attempting to establish an analytical framework by which one can discuss chanson in the same intellectual and academic manner as one would, for example, discuss literature. Peter Hawkins equally alludes to a sense of devaluation by citing the work of Pierre Bourdieu, whom he describes as ‘one of the first representatives of the French academic establishment to pay serious attention to chanson’, and who, in his book La Distinction: critique sociale du jugement (1979) ‘mentions in passing that the upper echelons of French academia either dismiss it as not worthy of attention, or grudgingly admit to liking the more literary variety, such as Brassens or Ferré’.
The writings of the French intellectual Alain Finkielkraut provide a further example of how chanson is situated in the domain of popular culture and consequently considered inferior to high culture. In his 1987 book, La Défaite de la pensée, for example, he expresses his anxiety about a pluralistic, pleasure-based conception of culture, where ‘une paire de bottes vaut Shakespeare,’ and popular and classical music have the same cultural value. He is particularly fearful of a ‘société pluriculturelle’ where one no longer has the right to distinguish between what he sees as high and low culture, but must accept everything as being culturally valuable: Rimbaud ou Renaud, Lévinas ou Lavilliers – sa [the public’s] sélection est automatiquement culturelle. La non-pensée, bien sûr, a toujours coexisté avec la vie de l’esprit, mais c’est la première fois dans l’histoire européenne, qu’elle habite le même vocable, qu’elle jouit du même statut, et que sont traités de racistes ou de réactionnaires, ceux qui, au nom de la ‘haute’ culture, osent enore l’appeler par son nom. He goes as far as to ask: ‘Coluche et Renaud font-ils partie de la culture? La musique, le rock, est-ce la même chose?’.
Finkielkraut’s conservative doubts about the worth of popular culture generally, and of popular music in particular, are broadly in line with the standard critique of mass culture identified with Theodor Adorno and the Frankfurt school; that is to say, that the pleasure derived from cultural products (like popular music) rather than ‘serious’ genres (‘musique’) is superficial and false. Adorno, writing some forty years before Finkielkraut, was particularly critical of popular music, arguing that it is simply another manifestation of an industrialised, capitalist society where the public is given rationalized, standardized rules by which to understand music.
Two additional factors also come into play with regard to the reasons behind a devaluation of popular music. Like Calvet, Catherine Chocron points to the ‘impressionistic’ style of critics who are unable to analyse popular music: ‘[their articles] ressemblent plus souvent à des pamphlets impulsifs où le journaliste donne libre cours à sa verve naturelle […] qu’à un discours rationnel destiné à convaincre’. In this way, the preconception that popular music is not worthy of study is upheld. Similarly, Hawkins begins his investigation by providing a general survey of books available on individual French auteurs-compositeurs-interprètes (ACIs) or on chanson generally and highlights the mainly non-analytical nature of the majority of them. This preference for ‘glossy coffee-table’ books is equally true of books and articles about Renaud where biographical detail or tour photographs replace critical analysis.
Similarly, criticisms have been made of a strictly musicological approach to the study of popular music. In the first instance, the ideology behind musicology proves problematic as it was developed in nineteenth-century Europe to examine European ‘classical’ music. While it has expanded its horizons somewhat, that is still its touchstone. There has traditionally been therefore a devaluation of other music. Moreover, according to the musicologist Richard Middleton, musicology uses value-laden terms like harmony and tonality to the neglect of ideas like rhythm and timbre. He also argues that there are problems with methodology. This is true, he argues, of the use of notation in musicology which leads to an emphasis on those parts of music that can be written down using conventional notation. However, much non-classical music has features that cannot be expressed through the forms generated for the notation of European classical music. He in fact suggests that: Even in notated popular music – Tin Pan Alley ballad, music hall, vaudeville and minstrel songs, ragtime and nineteenth-century dances – the published sheet music, almost always for piano and voice and piano, sometimes ‘simplified’, acted to some extent as a prognostic device or a beside-the-fact spin-off.
The above illustrations demonstrate how popular music is devalued in society. In the case of French chanson, however, the devaluation is further complicated by the value which has come to be placed on the ‘text’ (i.e. lyrics) alone. Whilst it is acknowledged that chanson is a form of popular (as opposed to classical) music, it nonetheless differs significantly from, say, Anglo-American rock music due to the fact that the text is often taken as the main component of the song. Traditionally the French chanson has always been more literary than its Anglo-American counterpart, with the text taking precedence over the melody. Hence the term chanson à texte. Hawkins points to the Seghers’ Poètes d’aujourd’hui series in the 1960s which published song texts as it did poems, making no distinction between the two. Although the collection was later renamed Poésie et chansons, the close association of the two is indicative of how the French intelligentsia viewed chanson texts as poems, paying no attention to the relationship between words and music. Simon Frith points to the French chanson as the most obvious example of ‘narrative song’ and thereby closer to the poetic tradition than Anglo-American popular music. He explains that ‘it was always as much a verbal as a musical form’. Indeed, Renaud’s lyrics are sometimes studied in French lycées as poetic texts, and when his song lyrics to date were published by Livre de Poche in 1993, Pierre Saka maintained that, ‘les amoureux de la poésie populaire ne peuvent que s’en réjouir’.
The importance of the text, however, is not exclusively a trait of French chanson. Frith points to an entire tradition of ‘content analysis’ with respect to Anglo-American popular music, stating that, in the early stages of popular-music analysis ‘most academic analysts […] assumed, like commonsense listeners, that pop’s meaning lay in the lyrics.’ He continues: ‘words matter to people, […] they are central to how pop songs are heard and evaluated.’ Similarly, Calvet devotes a chapter of his book to the importance of the lyrics of a song, maintaining that they do hold meaning in isolation from the music, but that the meaning they contain is not necessarily the full meaning of the song.
The distinction, then, between chanson à texte and other less literary popular songs has lead to value judgements being made in France on the basis of the text alone. Both Calvet and Hawkins, however, make the point that although the song lyrics may well stand up to traditional poetic analysis (though not in all cases) when separated from the music, such an approach is inadequate if the aim is to assess the full meaning of the song. Hawkins believes that the close association between poems and song lyrics is in fact misleading: ‘However poetic they may be they are not poems, but song lyrics, designed to be sung and indissociable from the music and even the orchestration that accompanies them’. Simon Frith argues a similar point: Good song lyrics are not good poems because they don’t need to be: poems ‘score’ the performance or reading of the verse in the words themselves, words which are chosen in part because of the way they lead us on, metrically and rhythmically, by their arrangement on the page (a poem is designed to be read, even if in an out-loud performance, and such reading directions are just as much an aspect of ‘free’ as of formally structured verse forms.) Lyrics, by contrast, are ‘scored’ by the music itself.
Chanson, then, is a somewhat problematic genre in that, although traditionally it has been accepted in France that chanson texts can be studied as poems, there is very good evidence, provided by Calvet, Hawkins and much of the Anglo-Saxon tradition of analysis represented by Frith, to suggest that this approach is reductive. However, one of the main difficulties with any approach to chanson which does not concentrate on the text alone is the fact that at present there is no existing analytical framework. Both Calvet and Hawkins assess a range of possible methods for studying chanson and form their own conclusions, neither opting categorically for one single approach. In order to establish the most effective and practicable method by which to study the works of Renaud, I will investigate a number of these methods and assess their feasibility for this thesis.
Hawkins ponders the question of what would constitute the ‘works’ of a chanson artist and, taking Brel as an example, concludes that ‘it would be the Oeuvre Intégrale of his recordings [. . . ] rather than the volume of his complete lyrics, [. . . ] yet even the boxed set of compact discs leaves something out of account. [. . .] One would have to include video recordings of his concerts as well in order to capture this essential aspect [stage presence] of his art’. Calvet too regards the live performance as the ultimate medium by which to understand the full meaning of the text. He argues: ‘la scène est […] plus que le disque, le lieu privilégié de réception de la chanson, parce que s’y conjuguent tous les discours, celui de l’ombre et de la lumière, de la voix, du vêtement, du geste, du public aussi’.
The reason why both writers see the stage and the performance as so important is that, in their view, it is not the lyrics alone that convey meaning, but the look of the artist, the instrument he or she plays, his/her position on stage in relation to the orchestra, and how s/he moves on stage and organises the stage space. Ideally, therefore, as Hawkins comments, it would be the videos of singers that one would study when analysing their works rather than the printed copy of their lyrics. An illustration of the semantic shift from lyrics to performance can be seen through a reference to Renaud’s most recent concert, part of his 1999-2000 tour entitled ‘Une guitare, un piano et Renaud’. As the title suggests, Renaud was accompanied by only two musicians on stage: Jean-Pierre Buccolo on guitar and Alain Lanty on piano, a minimalist style which is unusual for him as he is customarily accompanied on stage and on record by at least five musicians. Therefore, on a tour such as this, the song as heard on the original recording and the song as heard and seen in performance differ. Although the song in performance is in theory a replica of the song already known to the audience, it is, at the same time, a new reading, as instruments that formed part of the semantics of the song as a record, that confirmed or added meaning to the lyrics, or indeed that altered meaning through irony and humour, are no longer present. For example, for the performance of the song Dès que le vent soufflera, a song about the sea, at the ‘Une guitare’ concert, Renaud is accompanied only by Jean-Pierre Buccolo on acoustic guitar. However, on his ‘Paris-Provinces’ tour of 1996, for the same song he was accompanied by a bass, another acoustic (as well as the guitar he played), an accordion and a mandolin. The marriage of mandolin and accordion in the final two verses (from ‘Ne pleure pas ma mère’ to ‘mais c’était mon destin’) as well as being suggestive of traditional folksong and thereby underscoring the traditional quality of a song about the sea, creates a lighter air to the song, especially as the guitars marking the strong beat are absent. There is still tension, however, as both instruments are played at a fast tempo with quick note changes. This layer of meaning, however, is lost when there is only a guitar for accompaniment.
Even in the case of singers who do not necessarily appear to use the stage as theatre, such as the late Georges Brassens, the fact that Brassens was alone on centre-stage with a guitar nonetheless carries meaning. Calvet highlights the fact that the use of the guitar was made popular again in France with the cabarets of the rive gauche, as it was the ideal accompaniment for the given space, being small and portable. He also notes that not all the artists who played in the rive gauche cabarets were necessarily good guitarists to start with, ‘d’où cette tendance très caractérisitique des "chanteurs rive-gauche" à composer sur trois accords, en do majeur ou en la mineur: ce sont les accords les plus simples pour un guitariste débutant.’ He also points to the invention of the accordion in 1822, and the fact that it is historically situated, and a ‘sign’ of Frenchness and the chanson réaliste. Although Renaud started playing professionally in the mid 1970s, some twenty years after Brassens and the era of the rive gauche concerts, the fact that he chooses to play the guitar on stage, and is accompanied by an accordion, adds layers of meaning which cannot be ignored.
One of the main difficulties, however, with an approach which relies on the analysis of performance is of a purely practical nature: to analyse a major part of an artist’s works by referring to their performances would require access to footage of concerts. In the case of Renaud, such material is not easily available as many of his concerts were not recorded. Even if it were possible to obtain recorded footage of concerts, such an analysis would require a major study, and a specific methodology, which is beyond the scope of the present critical introduction. However, both Calvet and Frith mention the importance of the voice as adding a layer of meaning to a song. Calvet even describes it as an instrument in its own right: On pourra trouver par ce biais de la voix l’introduction de l’ironie, de l’agression, de la caresse, de la même façon qu’un violon ou une batterie peut venir soudain modifier la perception du texte. Frith, when discussing the importance of the voice, points out that it is ‘accents and not just words […] which situate the singer and listener’. That is to say that, at times, the singer may change his/her accent to appeal to a different audience or to make him/herself identifiable to a particular part of society or to suggest a particular type of character within a song. Therefore, some sense of physical performance can be acquired from the use of the voice (and of course the instrumentation and arrangement). Indeed, Michael Gray, in justifying his particular approach to the work of Bob Dylan, cites the recordings rather than performance as providing the most meaning: ‘his finished works of art are his recordings. Like his vocal performances and his music, his words are just ingredients’. In Renaud’s case the voice as an instrument carries, at times, important meanings and will be discussed in the subsequent chapters.
Hawkins also explores an intertextual approach to the study of chanson. He emphasises that the intertextual referencing often found in French chanson does not apply exclusively to the lyrics but also to the music and that ‘even the persona of an artist can often have clear intertextual references, such as Renaud’s allusion to Gavroche or Aristide Bruant’. He continues: ‘this proliferating network of cross-reference leads me to suggest that in many respects, chanson ought to be one of the most characteristic genres of post-modernity. Its constant self-conscious reference back to a cultural heritage, its inherently fragmentary nature, its status as a popular art form on the margins of "serious" artistic production ought to put it in the forefront of such contemporary preoccupations’. Renaud is a particularly good example of intertextuality and postmodernity as Hawkins describes these concepts, and throughout this thesis, I shall endeavour to analyse the ways in which Renaud uses intertextuality, especially in the final chapter. The sociologist Dominic Strinati describes the differences between modern and postmodern song in the following manner: They [postmodern songs] are concerned with collage, pastiche and quotation, with the mixing of styles which remain musically and historically distinct, with the random and selective pasting together of different musics and styles, with the rejection of divisions between serious and fun or pop music and with the attack on the notion of rock as a serious artistic music which merits the high cultural accolade of the respectful concert (a trend identified with punk). By contrast, ‘modernist’ popular music can be understood as an attempt to fashion new and distinct forms out of previous styles.
Renaud, I shall argue, is also a good example of postmodernism as Strinati describes it. Strinati equally alludes to the domination by media images and popular-cultural signs of our sense of reality and identity in a postmodern society, commenting on the way that postmodernist thinking attempts to make sense of life in a media-saturated society. Again, these themes are common in Renaud’s songs. As I shall endeavour to show, he often addresses the power of the mass media with particular emphasis on the music industry, and his predicament, as an artist, in coming to terms with media domination.
A number of conclusions can be drawn from the above observations with regard to a suitable approach to the study of Renaud. Firstly, although chanson is a form of popular music, it differs from Anglo-American music in that traditionally it is the text which is seen to provide the core meaning. Recently, however, this literary view of the chanson, as a text which can be regarded virtually as a poem, has been challenged. Hawkins and Calvet both argue that an analysis of chanson based on text alone is reductive, although that is not to say that the written text is devoid of meaning, as both Frith and Calvet acknowledge the text as an important part of the song. Therefore, an initial conclusion can be drawn: Renaud’s texts will not be regarded as poems, to be analysed according to the traditional methods and values of literary criticism, but as song lyrics. They will, however, be analysed in detail as they do provide an important layer of meaning, particularly in view of Renaud’s clear intention to place his work within the French chanson à texte tradition. The thesis, therefore, will essentially take the form of a thematic study of the works of Renaud, establishing his importance in the chanson tradition and as an important figure in French popular culture. Given this aim, a thematic analysis of the song lyrics will occupy a major part of the thesis. I will, however, refer to the instrumentation and musical arrangement of Renaud’s songs, wherever appropriate, and make use of album covers, photographs, and my own experience of seeing Renaud live, in relation to the lyrics, where these factors alter or add meaning. Finally, given Hawkins’ insistence on the relevance of an intertextual approach, I will examine the self-conscious references in Renaud to chanson and popular music generally and attempt to explain their usage and importance to the overall meaning(s) of his œuvre.
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2 Youth and Youth Culture
 
In this chapter I will explore Renaud’s depiction of youth and youth culture setting it against the background of the emergence of the teenager as a social phenomenon on the one hand, and the mass media’s projection of popular-cultural myths on the other. It will particularly explore the ways in which Renaud plays with and parodies these myths, often juxtaposing American imports (Spaghetti Westerns, Chicago gangs, James Dean) with French referents (apache, second generation immigrants, mobylette). Renaud, I would argue, is not content to imitate and recreate these myths like many French singers of the 1960s and 1970s (Johnny Hallyday, Claude François) but, instead, reworks the themes in a French context. In this way, he becomes a singer-songwriter with whom young people can identify, and who ‘se reconnaisent en toi comme dans un miroir Renaud mon fils’, as through his songs, he attempts to explore their world, and the difficulties facing them in the transitional period between childhood and adulthood.
In the 1960s and 1970s both the status of the adolescent and popular-cultural narratives were changing dramatically. The American import, rock’n’roll, altered young people’s attitudes to music, encouraging them to unite as fans, although this was not an instantaneous transformation as Edgar Morin, social anthropologist and commentator on the effects of popular music on adolescents, contends: La vague de rock’n’roll qui, avec les disques d’Elvis Presley, arriva en France ne suscita pas immédiatement un rock français […] la vague sembla totalement refluer; mais en profondeur elle avait pénétré dans les faubourgs et les banlieues, régnant dans les juke boxes des cafés fréquentés par les jeunes […] Johnny Hallyday monta au Zénith. Il fut nommé ‘l’idole des jeunes.’ Similarly, Henry Torgue comments on the origins of rock’n’roll and its capacity to unite young people in a ‘bande’: A l’origine, le rock est l’expression d’un courant populaire jeune, de milieu social économiquement faible ou moyen, souvent de pratiques marginales (blousons noirs et délinquance de quartiers). La rock’n’roll attitude réunit ‘la bande’ autour de valeurs viriles et d’objets-culte: moto et cuir’. The ‘blouson noir’, as a symbolic item of clothing, and rock’n’roll are linked in French culture generally. Pierre Mayol has described the two as a ‘couple mythique’ and Renaud chooses the image of the ‘blouson noir’ as a sign with which to identify in a number of his songs. The young people known as the ‘Blousons Noirs’ were working-class adolescents often excluded from school, knowing that their future would be one of economic and social marginalisation. Lagrée asserts that: ‘sur cette base, une image se crée. Confuse, mythique, auréolée de bravades, mais qui correspond bien à leur situation de réprouvés. Dans le groupe de copains, ces jeunes pourront confronter leurs expériences, éprouver le sentiment d’appartenir à une même collectivité et transmuer insatisfaction et frustration en illusion d’avoir délibérément choisi sa marginalité.’

As Lagrée highlights here, it is the knowledge that, in adult life, they will be marginalised and socially excluded, that leads these adolescents, as teenagers, to compensate through the invention of gangs, and the pretence that it is their choice to be marginal. Lagrée also comments on the importance of the ‘Blousons Noirs’: ‘pour être quelqu’un, il faut être un Blouson Noir, et pour être un Blouson Noir, il faut être en bande.’ For these young people, it is important to be seen to be a ‘Blouson Noir’, to wear the correct clothes and accessories, which act as a protective layer against the outside world. It is equally important to be a part of a gang.
The sociologist, Guy Avanzini has also commented on the association between rock’n’roll and young people. He contends that being part of a mass of fans, one in the same group, creates a loss of individual consciousness and a sense of fusion with the group so that the young person no longer has an individual identity but a collective one: ‘ainsi s’instaure une mentalité collective qui véhicule le mythe de la jeunesse, la cristallise et contribue à son homogénéité.’ This sense of fusion has been described in religious terms, as a feeling of communion: Dans nos sociétés ou l’individualisme se développe et la timidité avec lui, où il n’y a plus de codes sociaux qui permettent de rentrer en contact avec les autres, de mettre naturellement les gens à l’unisson, le rock ressoude les individus et procure un bien-être incontestable, un sentiment de communion.
Similarly, in the 1960s in France, the word ‘copain’ became fashionable among adolescents, and evoked much more than simply friendship, as Lucien Rioux explains: Pour les adolescents d’alors, ‘copain’ recouvre différents concepts: l’amitié, la fraternité et la connivence, mais surtout une sorte de conformisme généralisé qui permet de se distinguer des adultes et de reconnaître ses pairs. Un copain détecte un autre copain d’un simple coup d’œil. La coiffure, le vêtement, le comportement et, évidemment, les goûts musicaux, permettent à tous de se reconnaître instantanément.’ Inspired by the success of radio programmes for teenagers in America, Daniel Filipacchi and Frank Ténot launched ‘Salut les copains’ in 1959, on Europe 1, a programme dedicated to the musical tastes of young people, who were, by this time, according to Morin, a class in their own right and wanted to see themselves as such. The programme was immensely successful , and in July 1962 Filipacchi brought out a magazine with the same name, comprising song lyrics, dance tips and portraits of favourite singers (Johnny Hallyday, Sylvie Vartan) which was also very successful, more than 100,000 copies selling within hours of its first publication.
Importantly, Edgar Morin comments on the role of the mass-media in defining young people as a class: ‘les communications de masse (presse, radio, TV, cinéma) ont joué un grand rôle dans la cristallisation de cette nouvelle classe d’âge en lui fournissant mythes, héros et modèles’. Therefore, although young people may have seen themselves as an autonomous group, independent of adults thanks to their status as ‘copains’ and their own musical preferences, it was in fact the mass media who ultimately controlled their tastes by the promotion of certain musical or film stars, or access to certain styles over others.
Laisse béton (1975), Renaud’s first major success when released in 1978, is an excellent example of the way in which he plays with imported popular-cultural myths to comic effect. The plot follows the misfortunes of the narrator who is confronted by three violent thieves who physically attack him in order to steal his clothes. On one level the song can be seen as a pastiche macho Western. The musical introduction features the sound of a mouth organ evocative of Hollywood and Spaghetti Westerns. The mouth organ is repeated throughout the song especially after the title line ‘Laisse béton’ evoking a Wild West desert, despite the banal and obviously French setting. Similarly, the structure of the song reflects the infallibility of the narrator, who, like the Wild West heroes, survives beatings only to find himself facing a similar predicament in the next scene (verse). This type of repetitive structure where the framework of each verse is the same and many of the lines identical, is also reminiscent of a cartoon strip. Each new verse can be seen as a new cartoon sequence where the protagonist recovers instantaneously, and there is never a sense of consequence after the fights. The Western theme is also seen through the perpetrator inviting the narrator to accompany him to an area often used in Westerns for fight scenes, and therefore synonymous with violence: ‘ruelles’, ‘derrière l’église’, ‘l’terrain vague’. Finally, before inviting the narrator to fight, the perpetrator places a food or drink order. In a Spaghetti Western, it is normally a shot of whisky, or another form of strong alcohol that is ‘downed’ before the ‘showdown’, but here it is a ‘jambon beurre’ and then a ‘café noir’, which are standard French refreshments and therefore comically undermine the dramatic effect through their familiarity.
The setting of each verse, is suggestive of typical pursuits of the young French male. In the first verse, the narrator is ‘accoudé au flipper’, in the second ‘accoudé au comptoir’ and in the third he is repairing his ‘mobylette’. The settings also create the impression of the narrator having leisure time which he chooses to spend in a very relaxed, ‘tranquille/ peinard’ manner. This relaxed attitude is echoed through the even beat of the song, the rhythm not even being disturbed when the narrator is involved in a fight. This further parodies the slow, downbeat pace of Spaghetti Western films. The impression of the narrator spending his leisure time ‘hanging out’ in bars also suggests the importance of image, a trait which is echoed through the clothes stolen from him. Each item stolen is chosen for the way it looks: the perpetrator wants the ‘blouson noir’ to make him look like a ‘vrai rocker’ and the jeans because they are ‘l’même blue-jean que James Dean’. Consumer fetishism is common in young people as it is important for them to look a certain way in order to fit in with their ‘copains’. The objects stolen in Laisse béton can be seen as external signs which point to the narrator’s belonging to a certain sub-group of young people: the ‘Blousons Noirs’, or, more accurately, the narrator wanting to be seen as a one of a gang of ‘Blousons Noirs’.
Gangs and the part they play in a young person’s life are further explored in a number of Renaud’s songs, such as Je suis une bande de jeunes (1976). The first person narration here recounts the story of an adolescent who is left in his town when all his other friends are away in different places. To compensate he forms a one-person gang. Renaud uses popular cultural representations of gang-life but re-enacted by the one-person gang to create humour but also to draw attention to the discrepancy between the role of the gang and the reality of their lives. As in Laisse béton, some of the humour in this song is created through the juxtaposition of images: 20s/30s adult gangs on the one hand and a Parisian adolescent on the other. The narrator is thus drawing on images of gang-land fights he has seen in American films and imagining his own ‘bande’ in a similar situation. He is borrowing these mass-cultural, conventional images as a form of escape, to allow his imagination to latch on to some form of projected reality in order to make his daydreams more believable, and thus, less ephemeral to him.
Quand je croise la bande à Pierrot
Où y sont beaucoup plus nombreux
Ça bastonne comme à Chicago
C’est vrai qu’dans sa bande y sont deux
Furthermore, the narrator compares himself riding on his ‘mobylette’ to the ‘Equipée sauvage’. L’Equipée sauvage is the French title of the 1954 film The Wild Ones starring Marlon Brando. Pierre Mayol describes the film as being based ‘sur le mythe du blouson noir, du motard qui terrorise les petites villes américaines’. Previously, the film Blackboard Jungle, known in French as Graine de violence, was released which, according to Mayol, ‘préfigure une longue série de films sur les jeunes délinquants, où la musique rock est largement utilisée. Cette filmographie contribuera à créer une association entre rock et délinquance, rock et révolte.’ These two films, in fact, helped to propagate the myth surrounding the ‘Blousons Noirs’ and their powerful motorbikes and also created the mythical link between rock music and delinquency. It is these popular-cultural myths that Renaud constantly turns to and plays with. Indeed the music is a typical 1950s or 1960s sentimental love song. The references in this song mainly come from the 1950s, the myth-making days of rock’n’roll and Renaud’s own childhood, rather than the 1970s. However, although the ‘Blousons Noirs’ are essentially equated with the 1950s, Lagrée contends that they underwent a resurgence in the 1970s, thus making Renaud’s reference to them here two-fold. Young people of the 1970s can identify with the image, but Renaud is equally drawing attention to the origins of the myth of gang-life.
Young people, then, can feel comforted by being part of a group, be it a ‘bande’ or a group of fans. However, being part of a group can also be a substitute for facing up to individual responsibilities and/or facing life alone, as the tragi-comic note to Je suis une bande de jeunes, revealed through the comic descriptions, illustrates. The narrator states that the reason he had to become a one-person gang was that all his friends are either doing their military service, working in a factory, or in jail. All these activities are associated with working-class youths and all of them are a step on the way to becoming an adult, which is why the narrator is left to conclude: ‘y’a plus de jeunesse, tiens! ça m’déprime’. The narrator is the last one of his group to make this step towards adulthood, and, by inventing his own gang, he is clinging to the myths surrounding youth gangs, hoping that they will protect him from reality. Indeed, the theme of retreat into childhood and refusal of adulthood is to be found throughout Renaud’s work. Here, the narrator’s fear of entering the adult world, and his consequent longing to keep youth alive in a way that will protect him, is highlighted in the final verse when he asserts:
Si un jour en banlieue
Toute ma bande est décimée
Par toute une bande de vieux
Je me battrai jusqu’au dernier, car
Je suis une bande de jeunes
However, as the song makes clear, the myths cannot protect the protagonist forever as they are merely an illusion, a mask to hide behind. A similar portrayal of the use of a ‘bande’ can be seen in Deuxième génération (1983), a song which recounts a period in the life of a second-generation immigrant living in the Parisian banlieues. The protagonist Slimane attempts to conceal his feelings of not belonging by emphasising his importance as a gang member
Dans la bande c’est moi qu’est l’plus grand
Sur l’bras j’ai tatoué une couleuvre
As with the protagonist of Je Suis une bande de jeunes, Slimane’s feelings of loneliness and fear are also portrayed through the recurrent (in Renaud’s work as a whole as well as in this song) theme of mythomania. He invents ‘des frangins/ des amis qui crèvent aussi’. The image of gang-life is further explored in Manu, (1981). In this song, Renaud calls on the combined myths of American hoodlum and French early twentieth-century ‘apache’, both of which are classic, virtually timeless markers of gang life and le demi-monde. Manu is a ‘mec en cuir’ with ‘tatouages’ and a ‘lame de couteau’, whom the narrator also describes as an ‘apache’, a character made popular through the chanson réaliste and the songs of Chevalier and Mistinguett, who brought Montmartre and its inhabitants to life. Manu tells the story of the eponymous protagonist’s loss of a girlfriend and the consequent pain he feels. It is told through the eyes of a narrator, a friend of Manu who is talking directly to him in the second person familiar singular, telling his story whilst trying to help him deal with his loss. In a clumsy though tender attempt to console Manu after his separation, the narrator tries to revive the macho imagery of their former gang life, and delivers a string of morals in an attempt to convince Manu that being part of a gang is far better than being in a couple: ‘J’vais dire on est des loups/ on est fait pour vivre en bande/ mais surtout pas en couple/ […] Manu vivre libre/ c’est surtout vivre seul/ […] une gonzesse de perdue/ c’est dix copains qui r’viennnent’. Although Manu initially chose a girlfriend because all the other members of the gang had one, and he was anxious not to be left alone, the plan backfires and he gets caught up in adult emotions. The narrator insists that the other members were not with their girlfriends out of a need for love and tenderness, but more as a pastime, and that ultimately ‘on est fait pour vivre en bande’. However, Manu has taken it all too seriously. The underlying irony of the song is that, like Manu’s symbolic tattoos and clothes, the convincingly delivered morality of macho gang life is also false. Manu’s real emotions reflect the need for love, women and emotional security, and hiding behind the protective cover of gang life cannot fulfil the apache forever. The music underpins this sentiment. It is written in a minor key, thus adding a melancholic edge to the song and further undermining the macho portrayal of gang-life expressed by the narrator.
The ‘Blouson Noir’ myth is further exploited in C’est mon dernier bal (1978), where Renaud draws on the links between rock’n’roll and violence, set against a traditionally peaceful, rural image of a ‘bal’. The story unfolds through the eyes of the narrator, in the first person singular, and recounts the exploits of a group of friends who decide to amuse themselves by attending a ‘bal’. The music is in keeping with classic rock’n’roll with Renaud’s voice, at times, shaking in an imitative Elvis style. The impression of a group of friends is accentuated on the recorded version with a dialogue directly preceding the main text of the song, in which a number of young people chaotically discuss their intentions for the night out. The plot of the song follows a stereotypical media portrayal of a group of ‘Blousons Noirs’ on a night out: the purchase of inexpensive beer beforehand; an unwillingness to pay the entrance fee; a fight with a rival ‘bande de mecs’ followed by a hasty reconciliation. However, the conclusion to the song introduces a most unexpected tragi-comic twist:
J’aurais pas dû bouger
Maint’nant je suis mort
Dans la vie, mon p’tit gars
Y’a pas à tortiller
Y’a rien de plus dangereux
Que de se faire tuer
The announcement, by the narrator himself, that he is dead, is delivered in such a deadpan way as to make it, and the accompanying words of advice - the bathetic last two lines of the song - humorous. The realist theme is also echoed in these final lines, by the narrator referring to his listener as ‘mon p’tit gars’, a very old-fashioned phrase, reminiscent of Piaf. The knowledge of the narrator’s death equally sheds a new light on the title line and chorus:
C’est mon dernier bal
Ma dernière virée
Demain dans le journal
Y’aura mon portrait
Before this announcement, the narrator’s claim that this ‘bal’ would be his last could be interpreted in a number of ways: given the violent overtones of the song, he could have been arrested for involvement in a fight, or, on the other hand, he could have simply decided that it was time to move on from the ‘bande’. However, his death confirms beyond doubt that this was his ‘dernier bal’.
A similarly tragi-comic ending can be seen in Tu vas au bal? (1985), which follows the conversation of two friends deciding on whether or not to visit certain places. For six of the eleven verses the structure consists of a series of questions based on an initial enquiry as to whether the narrator is going to the ‘bal’ or ‘aux putes’ or ‘à l’église’. The subsequent verse repeats the structure but changes the subject in that it is the narrator asking the second character:
Tu vas au bal? – qu’y m’dit
J’lui dis: qui? – y m’dit toi
J’lui dis: moi? – y m’dit oui
J’lui dis: non, je peux pas
C’est trop loin – y m’dit bon
Et toi, t’y vas? – qu’j’ui dis
Y m’dit: qui? – j’lui dis toi
Y m’dit: moi? – j’ui dis oui
Y m’dit: non, j’y vais pas
J’ai un rhume et j’ai froid
The style of questioning creates humour in that it evokes an adolescent’s undecided, lethargic manner of discussing plans. The comic effect of these verses is heightened in performance by the fact that Renaud sings them at an extremely fast pace resulting in breathlessness and adding to the pantomime humour. The penultimate and final verses, however, emphasise the tragi-comic element of the song . The narrator’s friend dies yet he flippantly brushes this death aside saying that it is of little importance as he was annoying and ‘y savait que/ poser des questions un peu cons’. The ironic twist comes in the final verse when he relates how after the friend’s burial he did all the things they had decided not to do in the previous verses. As in Manu, however, there is also a slightly embarrassed, indirect suggestion of male tenderness in this song.
In both of the above songs the tragi-comic element functions in much the same way as the invention of friends, or a ‘bande’ in the previous songs. It is a protective device used to detract from the seriousness and reality of the negative situation, in this case death. The humour allows the narrator (as well as the author and audience) to escape from the tragedy. Therefore, both the protective cover of gang life and humour are seen as ways of escaping reality and adult concerns in Renaud’s discourse. He also comments on how young people turn to drugs as a further means of escape, but warns of the dangers inherent in such a choice. La Blanche (1981) is a monologue where the first person narrator talks directly to ‘Michel’, an old friend and drug addict. P’tite conne (1985), a second anti-drugs song, describes the drug-induced death of Bulle Ogier’s daughter, Pascale. In both songs there is a feeling of lost innocence, as the young person involved has succumbed to the adult world too soon. In La Blanche Renaud’s narrator attacks the drug dealer rather than Michel whom he describes in a pathetic way: ‘paraît qu’toi tu marches sur un drôle de ch’min […] t’as l’regard triste come c’lui d’un épagneul’. In P’tite conne the attack is again aimed at the drug dealer, but also at the victims’ ‘branchés’ friends. In this way, like the songs on youth gangs, the discrepancy between the image and reality is emphasised. The victim protagonist may have thought it was ‘cool’ to associate with other young people who took drugs. For her it was a mask, and a way of pushing back the need to become an adult, to grow up, like the invented gang of Je suis une bande de jeunes, or the cover of the ‘apache’ in Manu. However, the reality is as Renaud states:
Qu’à pas vouloir vieillir
On meurt avant les autres…
[…] tu voulais pas mûrir
tu tombes avant l’automne
In Deuxième génération, the problem of drugs is also addressed. Slimane admits to taking any sort of substitute for drugs when he cannot afford drugs themselves:
J’ai même pas d’tunes pour me payer d’l’herbe
Alors, je m’défonce avec c’que j’peux
Le trichlo, la colle à rustine
The need to take drugs stems from a sense of not really belonging and therefore of wanting to escape his immediate reality. Slimane’s feelings stem not only from the fact that he is an adolescent and in the difficult transitional period between childhood and adulthood, but that he is also a second-generation immigrant trapped between France and representations of his parents’ homeland:
Des fois, j’me dis qu’à trois mille bornes
De ma cité, y’a un pays
[…] qu’là-bas aussi, j’s’rai étranger
qu’là-bas non plus, je s’rai personne
He pretends to cope with the adult world he is forced to live in ‘à la Courneuve’ by mentioning the fact that he has not yet been sent to prison, but only because he is too young. However, glimpses of his naivety and innocence do show through when he is describing prison, ‘paraît d’ailleurs qu’c’est pas Byzance’. This ability Renaud has to suggest psychological depths in his songs, is also a feature of his skill as an ACI. Slimane also turns to other forms of escape from the reality of his everyday existence. He enjoys ‘musique avec les potes’ and admits to going ‘aux putes, juste pour mater/ pour s’en souv’nir l’soir dans not’ pieu’. In many of the above songs Renaud employs language which is specific to young people and which thereby acts, like the ‘cult’ items of clothing, as signs of belonging to ‘la jeunesse’. Guy Avanzini comments that language common to young people ‘possède une valeur magique et son emploi signifie l’appartenance à la jeunesse. Ses abréviations, ses tournures elliptiques, ses termes spécifiques, ignorés des adultes, constituent un code réservé aux initiés’. The language Renaud uses in his songs can be seen as a code in that the language imitates adolescents’ way of talking and expressing themselves. In this way, Renaud’s songs can be seen as comforting for young people in that they provide a mirror and a means of identification. In other songs, the slang that he employs can be understood by young people more easily than the older generation because it is specific to their age group. Marc Robine, for example, singles out Laisse béton for the use of verlan, calling it a ‘phénomène de société’ although it must be remembered that the title is the only part of speech written in verlan in the song. There is a certain amount of disagreement as to the origins of verlan, with certain commentators recognising its usage as early as 1585, while for others it is a 1950s phenomenon. Either way, its relevance lies in the fact that Renaud’s use of an old and outmoded form of slang became an expression for young people all over France in the late 1970s. Le Robert’s description of verlan is particularly interesting here: ‘la maîtrise du verlan ne réside pas dans celle du code, élémentaire, mais dans le fait que seuls certains mots, dans un milieu donné, sont traités, sans que le locuteur extérieur au milieu puisse le savoir; il s’agit ainsi d’un véritable argot d’exclusion et de reconnaisance.’ Indeed, Renaud’s use of verlan in a song about youth, and of references to youth culture results in adults being the ones excluded from this language.
In other songs, however, the use of language results in lyrics which can be seen on one level as nonsense rhymes. So far in this chapter we have seen representations of youth in the songs’ content, however, through the language, word-games and forms of songs this theme can also be seen metaphorically. Renaud’s word-games as author are a metaphor of his characters’ games of evasion. Where this is the case, the theme of the song tends to be love, and therefore, the apparent ‘nonsense’, like the humour of the songs discussed above, arguably serves as a reflection of the difficulty of passing from adolescent feelings of love to adult ones. La menthe à l’eau, written in 1974, is, on a first level, a love song dedicated to the narrator’s girlfriend, Marie. However, the more interesting aspect of the song is to be found in the use of language. The form of the song is similar to that of a limerick or nonsense rhyme. Renaud plays with the sounds contained in the title, and in particular the letter ‘m’. The pun comes in the last line when the play on words of the title is exposed, and ‘la menthe à l’eau’ becomes the homonym ‘l’amante à l’eau’. There is, in this way, a logical progression from the first phonetic manipulation through to the final pun, reminiscent of certain word games where one letter or word in each line is changed to reveal a new word or a new sentence at the end of the game, thus:
Si j’aimais sa tombola
Si jamais ça tombe à l’eau
Mon amante deviendra
Ben voyons, l’amante à l’eau
Similarly in the first of his two ‘chansons d’amour’, Rita, also written in 1974, the love song is manipulated through a humorous final pun. The song only contains four lines in a simple and repetitive structure. Each line begins with the name Rita followed by a comma. The first three lines follow the structure ‘donne-moi’ plus ‘ton/ta’ and noun. The first two lines follow the expected pattern of a love song, with the narrator asking for Rita’s heart and then hand. However, the third line culminates in the narrator asking for Rita’s sister, adding a humorous twist. In performance, Renaud lingers on the final letter ‘a’ of the word ‘Rita’ singing it at increasingly higher notes until he can go no higher, leaving the final three-word phrase ‘nous partons demain’ as a comic drop in pitch, and a quick and amusing conclusion to the song. The second of Renaud’s ‘chansons d’amour’, Mélusine, was written two years later, in 1976. Again, the title is the same, a woman’s name with the subheading in brackets underneath. Mélusine comprises six verses and is also in the vein of nonsense rhymes and limericks. There is a play on letters and exaggerated alliteration which produces a humorous effect. In the first verse, for instance, there is a repetition of the letters ‘m’, ‘l’ and ‘s’, all of which appear in the name Mélusine:
J’ai connu Mélusine au mois de mai à l’usine
A côté de Liévin
This structure is repeated in the second verse when the woman’s name changes to
Sabine:

Quand j’ai connu Sabine, elle était dans son bain
J’aimais bien sa bobine
In this way, the sense of the song becomes absurd with no real continuity other than the play on words and letters. Renaud appears to be playing with the sounds in an innocent, childlike way, which, like the gang life of the above songs acts as a disguise. The subject of love thus becomes caught up in a child’s world, reflecting an unwillingness to describe such a subject in an adult way. There is a reticence, an awkwardness about adult emotions.
Another song that falls into the above category is Greta, written in 1974. Again on a simplistic level it can be seen as a love story. This time, the lovers are divided by a physical and political structure: the Berlin Wall. On one level, the word-play in this song can be seen as a metaphor for spanning the wall; words can jump to different words, be attached to different syllables; they are not grounded by ‘concrete’ sense or the wall. They are powerful in their nonsense and have the power to reunite different languages and people. The potential power of (song)words as a leitmotiv of Renaud’s earlier work will be explored more thoroughly in Chapter 4. Suffice it to say that the blend of the serious and comic in Greta is not a tool by which Renaud makes an overtly political statement or comment on the political system in a divided Germany. It is the power of language that dominates the song rather than a political theme. In the last verse, especially, there is a sense of crossover, of metaphorically jumping the wall through the repetition of the same linguistic structure but replacement of one word in each sentence:
Dis-moi warum Greta
Dis-moi pourquoi Greta
Pourquoi qu’t’habites à Berlin-Est
Pourquoi qu’j’habite à Berlin-Ouest

The constant questioning in the song in both French and German also adds to a sense of childlike questioning of the world rather than direct political engagement. The system employed by Renaud here to distort the words and lines is similar to verlan in that, to create the new, seemingly nonsense words, he inverts syllables of different words to produce the new ones. There is, therefore, a logical pattern to the absurdity, and one that draws on turn-of-the-century slang:
Ich liebe dich Greta
Ich liebe d/a gret/ich
Ich liebe ta/ac gre/di
In the same way as the syllables are interchangeable, there is also a crossover of languages. Renaud says the same thing in three different languages – German, English and French. On a second level, the word-play (seemingly nonsense but with a logical structure governing it) harks back to the Montmartresque chansonniers (Georges Sécot, Xavier Privas, Lucien Boyer), and their word-games in song. The wall being referred to in this song has a particular social and political significance to the audience at the time of writing. However, the notion of the wall and its use in a song which contains word-play is equally, coincidentally or otherwise, reminiscent of ‘Le Mur’ which Olga Anna Dull describes as a ‘pseudojournal produced on a wall of the Quat’z’Arts cabaret’, which itself was based on Rabelais’s Gargantua and a wall-less utopian vision. She makes the point that, ‘in the 1890s, and especially in Le Mur, parody, together with verbal and visual word games, became so extensive as to target not only figures and symbols of the establishment outside of the Montmartre utopia, but also the constituencies of the avant-garde community itself.’ It would appear, therefore, that Renaud’s word-play, in this song and those mentioned above, is important on more than one level. It does reflect the immature sentiments of a young person faced with adult decisions and emotions. However, Renaud also appears to re-work the parody and word-play of the muristes: punning for punning’s sake; playing in a childlike manner with words. Dull equally notes of the muristes that, ‘imitation, whether of contemporary or past, political or aesthetic models, was believed a means of providing new sources for reshaping the self-image of a country recovering from the hardship and humiliation of such disasters as the Franco-Prussian war.’ This is also interesting in that, although French identity has changed since the Montmartre days, Renaud, like the muristes and their contemporaries, is giving the French public the means with which to reshape their self-image. For Renaud, this rests largely with French youth, for whom he provides a mirror and a means of identification, as we have seen in this chapter. Renaud arguably uses language to re-empower young people in the face of a changing society and changing cultural references. Through parody and pastiche, he plays with new cultural imports and adapts them to French society. He does not simply imitate Anglo-American culture but challenges its dominance in contemporary society by humorously mixing it with French referents. In this way, the discrepancy between the role and the reality in life in, for example, an adolescent ‘bande’ or in a group of rock fans, is explored. Young people can identify with the reality found in Renaud’s songs rather than the surface gloss of images projected by the mass media. However, on a different level his reworking of ‘self-image’ can also be applied to la chanson française itself. In the next chapter, I will explore how Renaud reworks myths from the Montmartre era through to the Americanisation of the chanson and the influence of rock’n’roll sounds, in order to comment on, and ultimately re-establish an authentic urban French song in contemporary France.
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3 The City
 
In the last chapter we saw how Renaud attempts through his songs to give young people a voice and new myths to identify with in a changing world where French culture is being dominated by Americanisation. In this chapter, we will examine how Renaud reworks Parisian myths, transporting his listener from the Paris of Bruant to a post-modern city, weaving references from popular culture. On one level, there is a definite evolution to be found in Renaud’s work, as he goes from mainly songs imitating chanson réaliste to songs which describe the realities of life in today’s Paris and the new ‘Zone’: the HLMs of the 1980s and their inhabitants. In his later songs, there is a sense of nostalgia, of looking back to past representations of the capital in an attempt to keep the memory of Paris alive collectively in its modern-day inhabitants. On a second level, there is a consistency in Renaud’s work which comes from the allusions to popular culture, and popular music in particular, allusions which link the postmodern to the pre-war image of Paris.
In Facing Postmodernity, Max Silverman comments on the fascination of writers such as Balzac, Baudelaire, Flaubert, Zola, and later Breton and Aragon, with modern cities which ‘became reworkings of the mythological labyrinth in which the clarity of line and the maze, order and disorder, coherence and those elements which inevitably escaped rational control and Utopian planning progressed in tandem’. In a comparable way, Renaud, too appears fascinated with the city and its contradictions. He portrays not only the beauty of the city but the irregularities and disorder also. Renaud’s inaugural album, Amoureux de Paname, is dominated by songs in the realist vein. On one level, this can be seen as simple imitation of a former musical style, or indeed a tribute to the artists working in the realist tradition: Bruant, Montéhus, Piaf, amongst others. However, given that Renaud released this album in 1974 when most French singers were turning to an American model for inspiration, it would suggest a very deliberate, almost ideological attempt to keep within French tradition. Before Renaud came on the scene, many young people in France were listening to Johnny Hallyday’s rock on the one hand, or Claude François’s ‘spectacle à l’américaine’ on the other. In both cases, the look and image of the artists as well as their songs bore witness to the American influence. Renaud, however, with his first album, made it clear that he was not following the same path. He projected an image of himself as a ‘Parigot’, having started his career by busking on street corners (Figure 7) and wearing a ‘déguisement complet de gavroche (foulard rouge, pantalon à carreaux, casquette et mégot), se voulant à la fois dans la tradition réaliste et enfant des barricades crachant sur la société, cette dernière attitude très influencée par François Béranger’.
The fact that Renaud chose to start his career by performing on the streets of Paris is significant to an understanding of his works. As Louis-Jean Calvet comments in Chanson et société, the ‘lieux des chansons’ is relevant to the full signification of a song as different places hold a recognisable set of signifiers. In the case of the street singer, Renaud can be seen to be following in the footsteps of, among others, the Piaf of the 1930s before her move to music hall. Similarly, for his first major concert, a month at Bobino in 1980, he sang Bruant, Montéhus and Fréhel for the first half and his own songs in the second, and brought out an album of these realist songs after the concert entitled Le P’tit bal du Samedi soir. Claude Fléouter comments on Renaud’s performance at Bobino, highlighting the fact that his first-half rendition of realist songs was delivered to ‘un jeune public populaire venu écouter les derniers succès de la radio.’ He also notes, however, that ‘la fidélité et la modernité, la tendresse légèrement ironique avec lesquelles il restitue cet héritage du début du siècle, lui permettent d’affirmer avec panache les racines de ses propres chansons et de dire au passage qu’il a repris naturellement le flambeau d’un genre qui semblait s’éteindre depuis la mort de Piaf.’ Therefore, even after he achieved success with songs such as Laisse béton, he continued to acknowledge his realist inspiration.
The vocabulary employed by Renaud also evokes turn-of-the-century Paris as seen through the eyes of singers such as Piaf, Chevalier and Mistinguett. The place- names and slang are all specific to the Parigots and the faubourgs: Belleville; Pantin; Ménilmontant; La Bastoche; Montmertre; ‘escarpes’; ‘marlous’; ‘le crime’; ‘l’arnaque’. Renaud also sings in an exaggeratedly Parisian accent. Rearick describes how songs focusing on ‘the humble inhabitants of the Parisian faubourgs, old working-class neighbourhoods just outside the central city’, and on pimps and prostitutes, ‘had become a favourite folklore of popular audiences during the late nineteenth century’. However, these themes were also popular in the 1920s and 1930s when romantic love songs were interspersed with realist songs which focused on ‘poverty, prostitution, unwanted pregnancies, drugs, crime, violent conflicts over love, and heartbreaks.’ Rearick describes these songs in the following way: These stories – myths of the little people – unfolded in the Paris popularly known as Paname, also affectionately called Pantruche. Within the great city of Paname the populo (population) were Parigots, speakers of Parisian French. Parigots knew their neighbourhoods and stamping grounds by terms that never appeared on city maps: Sébasto (the boulevard Sébastopol), for example, and Ménilmuch’ (Ménilmontant), Popinque (Popincourt), and la Bastoche (Bastille). The Parigots themselves went by such names as Dédé, Toto, and Jojo. In songs, these nicknames made for piquant alliteration and easy rhymes. Bouboule of Sébasto would fall in love with a môme from Ménilmuche, a woman called Bibi or Nini The realist songs from Renaud’s first album (and in many of his later ones) contain elements of these myths and names of the little people and are expressed in a language spoken by Parigots. The plots of the songs are similarly indicative of the melodramatic realism of this era. La java sans joie, for example, recounts the story of a ‘p’tit gars’ born on a pavement, never knowing his father, leaving school to take up crime and eventually being guillotined by ‘les flics’. Throughout the song there are also a number of Parigot references and names: ‘la racaille’, ‘Dédé’, ‘Julot d’Ménilmontant’. The vocabulary and plot are similar in Le Gringalet. The word ‘gringalet’, although originating early in the seventeenth century, was used in ‘popular’ French in the 1880s and 1930s meaning a small, weak, feeble man. Renaud’s story follows this charming Parisian weakling, who ‘savait causer aux dames’, an orphan ‘né un soir/ rue Rochechouart/ près d’une poubelle’ and who at the end of the story ‘est mort de faim/ un beau matin/ rue d’la Roquette’. Similarly, the majority of the vocabulary in Gueule d’aminche is mid-late nineteenth-century slang, stemming initially from the Bruant era of realist songs, but slang which, as Rearick points out, stayed on until after the First World War. ‘Aminche’, for example, meaning ‘ami, amie’, originates in 1878, and changes its meaning slightly in 1899 when ‘bonne aminche’ became synonymous with ‘concubine’, as in Renaud’s story where it means ‘gigolo’. The plot follows the gigolo who ‘aimait d’un amour stupide/ une bourgeoise des boul’vards’. Whereas before meeting the ‘bourgeoise’, Renaud’s protagonist was ‘l’bon jules’ who ‘avait pas trop d’scrupules/ d’gagner sa croûte à Montmertre’, a member of the archetypal faubourien demi-monde, after the meeting and his subsequent amorous feelings, the narrator says he is no longer the ‘marlou qu’j’ai connu’ as he is thinking of giving up crime and ‘y parle de s’mettre au boulot/ de plus traîner dans les rues’. The narrator ends the song by giving other young men of his former profession a warning:

Les escarpes et les marlous
Qui traînez su’l’macadam
Faites-vous plutôt couper l’cou
Que d’en pincer pour une grande dame
This story highlights the differences between the ‘petites gens’, a class the protagonist belongs to, and the bourgeoisie. To become involved with a member of the bourgeoisie is to lose your identity and status as a ‘marlou’ or ‘escarpe’. Jojo le démago follows a similar plot to Gueule d’aminche in that it recounts the story of Jojo, a ‘fils de prolo’ who ‘avait de l’ambition/ il voulait oublier san rang/ il rêvait d’grimper les éch’lons/ et d’finir un jour président’. One day he wins a considerable amount of money on the ‘cinquième course à Auteuil’ and becomes a member of ‘la bonne société’. This, the narrator states, means that he has ‘trahi le prolos’. However, Jojo soon rises in society and is first elected ‘député du coin’; later his wish comes true when he is indeed elected to the ‘Elysée’. The song ends on an acerbic note with the narrator describing Jojo as:
L’président des gogos
Qui vous paye l’apéro
Sur l’argent des impôts-pulo!
As with the previous song, both protagonists are examples of an arriviste following the example of Julien in Flaubert’s L’Education Sentimentale, wanting to climb social ladders and be a part of the bourgeoisie for political, financial or amorous reasons. In both of Renaud’s songs, the commentary concerning the protagonist is clear: to break with the proletariat of one’s birth is betrayal. Additionally, throughout the song, there are numerous simple rhymes based around ‘Jojo l’démago’. For example, the second chorus:
C’est Jojo l’démago
L’président des gogos
Qui fascine les péqu’nots
Quand il danse le tango
On this first album Renaud also refers to his love for Paris, for its history and place in popular culture, through Amoureux de Paname and Ecoutez-moi les gavroches, both released in 1974. In the latter song, Renaud represents himself as a fraternal figure sharing experiences and giving advice to the younger generation. At the same time, there is a two-way process in that, through his own constructed image as the Parisian street kid, Renaud provides the new ‘gavroches’ of the 1970s with an image to relate to, and in turn keeps his own image, and the memories and history it contains, alive. He talks directly to the ‘gavroches’ of today, reminding them that Paris is still a wonderful city and advising them to enjoy it in the present rather than always thinking about the future. He is encouraging the new generation of ‘gavroches’ to soak up the atmosphere of Paris, as he himself did, in order to keep the traditions and the vivacity of the city alive:
Ouvrez vos yeux pleins d’innocence
Sur un Paris qui vit encore
Et qui fera de votre enfance
Le plus merveilleux des décors
By encouraging them to wander through the ‘ruelles, dans les vieux bistrots, dans les cours et sur les pavés éternels’ he is asking them to retrace the traditional image of Paris, the Paris of Piaf and Bruant. Renaud is thus placing himself within the myth of Paris through his own image as a ‘gavroche’ and street-singer, accompanied by an accordionist. He equally reminds this generation that ‘les rues sont pleines de chansons’ indicating that Paris remains a rich source of myths to be mined by today’s songwriters. Amoureux de Paname gives a personal, quite passionate defence of Paris, putting forward all of the city’s strong points and advantages. The song is aimed at the ‘écologistes du sam’di soir’, armchair ecologists. When Renaud states that ‘j’aime encore l’odeur des poubelles/ l’gaz carbonique c’est mon hygiène’, it is probably not to be taken in the strictest literal sense. However, on a sensory level the reference can be taken to describe how the strength of smells and the general atmosphere makes an important impression. As a child growing up with these smells and atmosphere, he would always see them as a symbol of ‘Paris’. Therefore, while factors such as these can de dismissed as examples of filth and pollution in the city by some, for Renaud – who has cast himself as a Parigot gavroche – they are essential elements which make up the mythical landscape of the city.
Furthermore, the claim that there is ‘d’poésie dans les gratt’ciel’ is very similar to the claims made in Ecoutez-moi les gavroches that there is poetry and music oozing from Parisian streets and buildings. In this way, Paris is seen as inspirational as it holds the memories of great poets and singer-songwriters. Adrian Rifkin refers to the way in which certain areas of Paris became world-famous thanks to the popular singers of the time: ‘the Ménilmontant of 1943 [was] known throughout the world of cinema and gramophone as the ‘Ménilmuche’ of Maurice Chevalier [and] in the songs of the 1920s and 1930s it was they [inhabitants of Ménilmontant] who were the gratin du pavé or the true Paris parigot. […] Pace the inhabitants, it bore the double name of Belleville-Ménilmontant, and was a community cut off from central Paris by its self-sufficiency in the circuits of work and pleasure and by the mythologies of its independence’.
Renaud draws on the mythologies surrounding the people’s Paris and especially its representation in popular songs. He is encouraging the younger generation not to forget the cultural heritage embedded in Paris. The realist narrative style stays with him throughout his career, but as Renaud himself grows older his décor changes. In the 1980s Renaud updates the typical realist song and reworks the myths to make them more appropriate for his present-day audience. In this way Belleville changes into a ‘banlieue rouge’ or an HLM, and the characters similarly evolve. Dédé le surineur’ or ‘Julot d’Ménilmontant’ become ‘des anciens d’soixante-huit’ or ‘la Doudou’. As with the songs in the realist tradition, however, here Renaud describes the changing Parisian landscape in acute, local detail, making references to familiar figures, buildings, or areas of Paris identifiable to the inhabitants. In this way, he reflects the social and geographical changes to the city and the new zone and faubourgs.
In La mère à Titi, written in 1988, Renaud describes the dwelling of his friend and guitarist, Jean-Pierre Buccolo (nicknamed ‘Titi’) at a time when he lived with his mother. He describes in detail the décor in the apartment as well as the mother-son relationship. In this way Renaud is describing his contemporary characters’ lives in the tradition of the realist song. As with Piaf’s ‘half-glimpsed, snapshot narration’ and ‘naturalistic detail’, Renaud too captures a moment in a character’s life, and provides us with an almost photographic depiction of them. The small, cluttered apartment which the pair inhabit is brought to life through a list of references to multicultural bric-à-brac: a clumsy and tasteless mixture of ‘cornes de chamis’, ‘statuettes africaines’, ‘une belle corrida’, ‘un taureau’, ‘une pauvre vierge’. The detailed description of the apartment gives a lifelike accuracy. The apartment itself could be one of any number of homes of the ‘petites gens’ and is easily identifiable to the working-class Parisian. To a certain extent, then, this apartment has become symbolic of the décor of the new ‘zone’. The author-subject relationship is not one of animosity towards the owner of the flat and her ornaments, but rather there is a certain ironic empathy. It is obviously a flat that Renaud has visited on a number of occasions, as he comments that:
Sur la télé qui trone
Un jour j’ai vu un livre
In describing his friend and his life in the flat Renaud is equally describing any number of sons in his position:
C’est tout p’tit, chez la mère à Titi
Le Titi y s’en fout
Y m’dit qu’sa vie est toute petite aussi
Et qu’chez lui, c’est partout
Titi’s life and the décor of the apartment are seen in tandem; and just as the inhabitants of Ménilmuche were identified with their quartier, and in turn looked to that quartier as a means of self-definition, so too does Titi. Similarly, the song Doudou s’en fout, written in 1983, portrays the life of a West Indian woman who runs a shop selling women’s swimwear. We are drawn into her world through Renaud’s descriptions. Moreover, we are presented with a new imaginaire of Paris and given a portrait of changes in the city which has become multi-ethnic, and where the peuple have changed and therefore need new referents. The music echoes the crossover of cultures in contemporary Paris. For the most part the music is reminiscent of a traditional folk song, with an acoustic guitar being plucked as the principal accompaniment, and an accordion and violin also used as backing instruments. However, the musical refrains intoduce a more ‘tribal’ sound, with the repetition of the name ‘la Doudou’ set to a rhythmic drum beat. This particular song displays all the humour of the typical realist song where boredom, poverty and hard work were counteracted by mirth. The song ends with a quotation from the protagonist who sells bathing costumes all year round but ‘n’en porte jamais/ elle dit, ce truc idiot, c’est bon pour les cageots’. Again, Renaud updates the realist song to make it pertinent for a 1980s society. Rifkin suggests that ‘it has probably taken until the 1980s to evolve an ‘imaginaire’ of Paris that can really cohere with the (post)modern entertainment industries,’ and cites Beineix’s Diva and Besson’s Subway as reinventing ‘an urban unconscious for a new public that has not as yet acquired one’. He argues that whilst pre-war popular cultures defined and reflected the French, and especially the Parisians, after the war this changed and they ‘maintained their power at the expense of the loss of their sense. They continued to define the national in mass cultures while occupying an ever more insignificant portion of their terrains’. Renaud too can be seen, like the film directors cited by Rifkin, as attempting to establish new referents with which French people can identify. Just as his use of images relating to youth culture re-empowers young people, so too does the reworking of Parisian myths for its new inhabitants in a contemporary context.
In Banlieue rouge and Dans mon HLM Renaud describes life in a cité on the outskirts of Paris: the new décor for the new ‘zone’. In both songs there is a sense that the HLM or banlieue is a microcosm of society as a whole. Banlieue rouge recounts the life of a fifty-five year old woman living in ‘la cité Lénine’, who only has her ‘poisson rouge’ for company. Her tedious job as a trolley collector at a supermarket makes her ‘pense[r] à ces gars/ qui sont dev’nus voleurs/ elle comprend mieux pourquoi’. She attempts to keep her flat clean as a contrast to the rest of the ‘cité’:
Chez elle c’est du lino
Mais faut pas mettre les patins
Dehors c’t’assez crado
Faut qu’dedans ça soit bien
She is trying to separate herself from the general impression of grime and desolation of the banlieue by keeping her own flat tidy. However, as the chorus of the song indicates, living in Cité Lénine demoralises her to such an extent that she feels she is not really living, but simply existing. Her situation also reflects the fragmentation and feeling of displacement from the centre of Paris that is common to the banlieue:
Elle habite quelque part
Dans une banlieue rouge
Mais elle vit nulle part
Y’a jamais rien qui bouge
Pour elle la banlieue c’est toujours la zone
Meme si au fond d’ses yeux y’a un peu d’sable jaune
She feels that she still lives in the ‘zone’, that is to say the violent area on the outskirts of Paris. Jill Forbes in her essay ‘The City as Signifying Practice’ comments that despite the creation of the RER (Réseau express régional) ‘the distinction between Paris intra muros (the twenty arrondissements "within the walls" created in 1859) and Paris without the walls [ . . . ] has been exacerbated, and the poor have, as they were in the time of Zola, been expelled further and further from the centre of the city to the outlying parts. The area of dangerous criminality known generically as la Zone has seen its confines and boundaries shifted outwards with the expansion of the city’. Forbes also comments on the number of films that have been made about the Zone, such as Bertrands Blier’s Les Valseuses (1974) and Alain Corneau’s Série noire (1979), set in the bleak high-rise estates ‘constructed on the very edge of cities and which cause the characters in these films profound psychological and linguistic dislocation’. Renaud, like the directors of such films, reflects the emotional lives of inhabitants of the estates and the impact of location on these lives. His realist style and acute observations allow the listener to enter the inhabitants’ world and empathise with them. This is true of Mon HLM also, which describes each of the floors of a high-rise apartment block, from the ‘espèce de barbouze’ on the ground floor to the ‘communiste’ on the fifth. The portrait is not one of overwhelming poverty but rather reflects the mix of people who lived in HLMs and in France in the 1980s. There is the ‘jeune cadre dynamique’ and ‘celle qui bosse dans la pub’ as well as the ‘anciens d’Soixante-huit’, who never pay the rent. Renaud’s portrayal of the estates in both of the above songs is thus multi-dimensional. In the song Rouge-gorge, written in 1988, Renaud pays tribute to the photographer of Paris, Robert Doisneau and his photographic depiction of the working-class areas of Paris. Interestingly, Pierre Saka compares Renaud to Doisneau in the preface to Dès que le chant soufflera: ‘Renaud est à la chanson ce que Robert Doisneau est à la photographie: un poète de la rue, l’observateur implacable des laideurs du monde et de sa beauté’. Renaud is an observer of the world around him and his realist style translates into snapshot images of his subjects and their city. However, unlike glossy photographs where the image is all important, Renaud’s portraits have a depth of meaning which, at times, results in an ambivalent position, as in La Mère à Titi above, or the inhabitants of his HLM or Banlieue rouge. Renaud portrays them as real people, and the world in which they live as multi-dimensional, which means both they and their world can be ugly and beautiful at the same time.
Renaud’s tone in Rouge-gorge is very different from that in his earlier ones about Paris where he enthusiastically defends the city. This is a portrait of Paris being destroyed by modernity, ‘parkings et bureaux/ ont bouffé Paris’ and no longer a home for the ‘petites gens’. In Renaud’s view real life is being chased away along with the real inhabitants of Paris, to make way for ‘la lumière/ de tristes néons’. The authentic ‘life’ of Paris is moving out of a commercialised centre into a largely heartless, abandoned periphery.
A similar portrait can be found in Les Passagers du Roissy-Express by writer and left-wing ex-publisher Francois Maspero. Max Silverman when commenting on the book points to the character of the photographer, Anaïk who photographs ‘marginals’ and ‘frontier’ people, but cannot sell her photographs because ‘rather than show a surface gloss they reveal the anxieties of her subjects’. Silverman concludes that: The photographs, like the encounters as a whole, are not simply records of a momentary event during the journey but are an attempt to incorporate into that moment of freezing and fixing a sense of depth, dialogue, responsibility and moral weight – all things which are resolutely effaced by the fleeting image today. They are a snapshot which links this moment with others (with a past) in the same way that the journey on foot through the hinterland of the suburbs (rather than simply flashing through them via the motorway) is an attempt to reintegrate space and time, memory and history, which have become disconnected fragments.

Similarly, Peter Hamilton comments on the deconstruction in Doisneau’s work of Parisian landmarks. He asserts that, ‘such pictures have an almost too-easy and romantic allure yet, on examining them more closely, they are given life by their laconic humour and lack of perfection.’ Therefore, even as early as the immediate post-war period a certain amount of borrowing and deconstruction of mythologies was done, and Doisneau himself is not simply the nostalgic, naturalist photographer one may presume him to be. Renaud’s tribute to him in the form of this song, and in his Doisneau-like eye in other songs, therefore not only helps to keep alive the memory of Paris but also pays homage to the photographer’s irony and wit. In this way, the comparison between Doisneau and Renaud is even more acute: it is not simply that they are both street poets, but that they both use the images they create to evoke humour and irony, that is to say in order to demystify or deconstruct the myths of Paris, whilst portraying its evolving landscape. Renaud recycles the myths from different decades and reassembles them to form a new imaginaire, and like Anaik’s and Doisneau’s photographs Renaud’s portraits are more profound than simple fleeting images. Renaud, as a chanson artist however, makes references not only to the physical features of Paris, and the mythical characters who inhabited the Zone, but also reworks those myths from popular songs.
In Rouge-gorge he evokes Paris seen through Doisneau’s lens, with ‘rues des enfant rois’ and ‘bistrots et bougnats’ emphasised by the accompanying accordion. Through the evocation of Doisneau’s world of bygone Paris, it is as if the photos as well as Renaud’s songs keep alive the memory of Paris as it was before modernisation: ‘chante la mémoire que Doisneau préserve’. However, Renaud’s evocation of the traditional, mythical Paris is more complex than a simple, romantic, nostalgic flashback. Renaud wrote this song in 1988, at a time when not only had Paris changed but popular song had already marked those changes. Rearick comments that ‘the most explicit and resounding lament for bygone days was the 1925 hit song Où est-il donc?, [the second verse of which] tells of Montmartre seeming to disappear as old houses are torn down to make way for big bank buildings’. Rifkin similarly comments on representations of changes to the zone in popular culture. He notes that one of the most significant changes to the meaning of Paris was the plan to demolish and redevelop Thier’s fortifications of the 1840s and the military ‘zone non aedificandi’ – the 250 metres of officially bare land on either side of them.’ Rifkin notes that, although the plan did not actually come to fruition until the 1970s, the demolition was decreed in 1919 and proposals to make it more ‘organised’ and ‘worthy’ drawn up. He asserts: Yet if the plan took decades to bring to fruition the reaction of the music-hall, night-club or cinematic song to its beginnings was rapid. Precisely because these margins were already the myth materials of a literary treatment of city spaces and social differences, and were already signifiers of nostalgia, the threat to their actual existence could only elevate their status in systems of representation. So, these fantasmagoric margins were consigned to the past and to loss if anything more rapidly in song and in cinema than in the execution of the city plan. The repertoire of the principal singers of the 1930s, amongst whom were Fréhel and Piaf, mourned their loss and celebrated the popular texture of their life, their marvellous sexuality, with songs like Où sont-ils donc, Entre Saint-Ouen et Clignancourt and Chand d’habits.

Renaud’s song in the late 1980s then, would seem to be a postmodern recycling of the myths of Paris using popular song and photographic images as principal referents. Doisneau himself after the Second World War marked the changes to Paris in photographic form: ‘after World War Two […] Doisneau and Ronis, who both worked for the Rapho agency, concentrated their energies on recording the psychological and physical reconstruction of France and continued a systematic documentation of different working districts in Paris’. Rifkin describes a Doisneau image as coming ‘direct from Bruant, spying over Paris from his far-off, high-up Montmartre’. The association between Bruant and Doisneau is interesting here. Dillaz makes the point that the ‘chantre de Belleville’, Bruant, did not sing about the ‘peuple’ in general but ‘la pègre’, in ‘la fange des boulevards extérieurs’. In this sense Renaud is indeed comparable to Bruant in that his subjects are the modern-day inhabitants of ‘la fange’ rather than the entire population of Paris.

In Mistral gagnant (1985) Renaud also focuses on tradition and collective memory, and how images unlocked by songs and photographs can be a way of keeping memory alive. There is a sense of Renaud trying to preserve the oral tradition of handing down memories and stories. Indeed, the medium of the song is a natural tool for this process and Renaud is staying very much within a long established tradition. In this song Renaud in the first person singular recounts stories of childhood to a child, who, it can be assumed, is his daughter Lolita. The childhood memories are brought to life through them being passed on to a new child. In the second verse, when Renaud describes his joy at talking to the child about old times, he takes the child’s hand in his, as if to physically, metaphorically and emotionally hold on to his memories and times past and also metaphorically to pass on the past through the clasped hands:
Te parler du bon temps
Qu’est mort ou qui r’viendra
En serrant dans ma main
Tes p’tits doigts
The preservation of the past is a concern, not only of Renaud but of contemporary society generally, as ‘although modernity clearly transformed the "language" of the city – disrupting and reformulating the connections between place, the past, memory and identity – it also established, in the process, a complex interweaving of different layers of "reality"’. However, many recent commentators have expressed the fear that recent changes to the city ‘have effaced that complex and layered language, banishing, at the same time, a "lived" sense of place (lieu), and replaced it with representations or simulations of that reality’.
Silverman cites the cult of the preservation of heritage (le patrimoine) as ‘an indication of the anxiety that surrounds the loss of the past and a sense of time and the need to fill that absent space. Lived place, with its popular and private memories which were frequently at odds with official history, is replaced by the idealised reconstruction of the past, driven by media systems, capital and politics in order to be consumed as a heritage myth’. In Mistral gagnant therefore, Renaud is challenging a simulated version of the past by calling on natural means of passing on lived histories and authentic memories. This also explains the number of references to nature in the song. Like Brassens, Renaud combines the city and the natural world. It is noticeable that in Renaud’s earlier work there is a sense of violence and anarchy, and his ‘paysage’ is the city, and in particular, Paris. His descriptions centre around the buildings that the various characters inhabit, whereas later in his career, as in his personal life also, the natural world and natural life cycles occupy a much more prominent place. In this song there is a recurring theme of nature. The narrator frequently compares his daughter with the natural world. Renaud affirms that he wishes to ‘raconter la terre’ to his daughter, which is still very much in keeping with the oral tradition of passing stories and information on from one generation to the next in a traditional way. It also serves as an opposition to the technological advances in society and the computer age. In the 1980s, computer-generated techniques and technological advances were beginning to influence the music industry. Renaud chooses to write a simple piano accompaniment for this song, further distancing it from artificially produced sounds.
The song, through its nostalgic reminiscences, is a call to regain the earth and find one’s roots. The images in the song are at times sensual, describing the mouth and eating sweets, ‘et les vrais roudoudous/ qui nous coupaient les lèvres/ et nous niquaient les dents’. The sensuality comes from nature and a certain childlike innocence. Renaud compares the child’s laugh to the sea or the cries of birds, ‘et entendre ton rire/ comme on entend la mer […] et entendre ton rire/ s’envoler aussi haut/ que s’envolent les cris des oiseaux’. The child and nature become indistinguishable in these images where even the verb ‘lézarder’ is used to describe the echo of the child’s laugh, ‘entendre ton rire/ qui lézarde les murs’. The repetition of laughter evokes a happy, contented scene and the harmony is to be found through being at one with the natural world and possessing a childlike innocence. This, though never explicitly stated, contrasts with the commercial society of the 1980s where money was publicised as being the bringer of happiness, and capitalism reigned.
Therefore, in both Rouge gorge and Mistral gagnant Renaud is reacting to the shallowness of postmodernity. As at the start of his career, where he sought inspiration from the realist tradition, here he is looking to a certain representation of the past and a reworking of popular-cultural myths as a reaction against the shallow, image-based definitions of the past. He is using popular-cultural references, songs and photographs in order to project an image of the past that is complex. In Mistral gagnant he also turns to memories that he has inherited to paint a natural, lived image of the past as a reaction to simulated impressions for commercial gain. Commercialism, then, is a major concern for Renaud which carries over into his relationship with the music industry. In some of the above songs he challenges one-dimensional images of life in the Parisian banlieues, or simplistic, shallow representations of the past. In his songs dealing with the music industry a similar challenge to commercialism and inauthenticity can be found.
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4 Image, Authenticity and the Music Industry
 
The first part of this chapter will concentrate on the changing face of Renaud’s relationship with the music industry. It will trace his concerns with authenticity, image, americanisation and commercialism in his artistic career and determine his changing attitudes as his career matures. In the second section, it will investigate how Renaud has projected and played with his own image throughout his career, and attempt to explain the self-deflation of his artistic talents and status as a ‘star’.
At the start of Renaud’s career, his songs tended to realist narratives and/or an exploration of youth culture, as the previous two chapters illustrated. Two songs from this early period, however, are important in understanding Renaud’s concerns about the commercial side of the music industry and his attempts at declaring his autonomy and authenticity. He wrote Société tu m’auras pas in 1974, before he had achieved commercial success or notoriety as an artist. The song is the only one on his first album, Amoureux de Paname, to deal, at least in part, with the music industry. Two years later he wrote Le blues de la porte d’Orléans, a song which expresses many of the same thoughts and attitudes. For this reason these two songs will be studied comparatively. In neither song is the music industry the main preoccupation. However, it becomes evident that Renaud sees himself, and wants his listeners to see him, as a particular kind of singer. In Société there is a diatribe against social structures and in particular against the military (‘des cons en uniforme’) and the government (‘j’ai connu l’absurdité de ta morale et de tes lois’). With this anarchist attack on society, Renaud is, on the one hand, projecting an image of himself as a supporter of the working classes, and on the other hand placing himself in a protest-song tradition in the footsteps of, for example, Béranger and Ferré:
La Commune refleurira
Mais en attendant, je chante
Et je te crache à la gueule
Cette petite chanson méchante

He equally alludes to the power of chanson artists and the fact that society will never be able to constrain protest-song chanteurs like himself. There is also a strong sense of autonomy in Société tu m’auras pas, as Renaud gives a defiant, almost arrogant view of the ‘selling out’ of singer-songwriters before him and protests that he will never succumb to society’s pressures in the same way:
Y’a eu Antoine avant moi
Y’a eu Dylan avant lui
Après moi, qui viendra?
Après moi, c’est pas fini.
on les a récupérés
oui, mais moi on m’aura pas
This assertive defence is also heard through the musical composition and the way in which Renaud sings the song. The simple end rhymes of the chorus (fois/mois/toits/toi) are emphasised by Renaud holding the note for a fraction of a second longer than the final notes of the lines in the verses. The same is true of the notes accompanying ‘socié/té’ and ‘pas’ of the final two lines of the chorus. There is equally an aggressive rhythm throughout the song, exaggerated in the choruses by the fast and loud drumbeat, and in the rest of the song by the (musical) accent and pauses after particular words, for example:
> > >
Car la vé/ ri/ té vaincr/ a
> > >
La Comm/ une/ refleur/ ir/ a
The song also ends musically in a very decisive manner due to the repetition of the drum roll and the music coming to an abrupt end, with no fading out of instruments. A similarly enthusiastic and defiant stance is to be found in Le blues de la porte d’Orléans. Renaud initially describes different parts of France desiring independence:
Puisque les Basques et les Bretons
Les Alsaciens, les Occitans
Les Corses, les chtimis, les Wallons
Y veulent tous etre indépendants
He consequently decides that if all the regions can be autonomous then so can he:
J’prends ma guitare et j’crie bien fort
Que je suis le séparatiste du quatorzième arrondiss’ment
Oui, que je suis l’autonomiste de la porte d’Orléans
He goes on to lament the positive aspects of his district. The only drawback with the area, he argues, is that the River Seine does not pass through it, but he claims, ‘ça peut toujours s’arranger […] on pourrait p’t’etre la détourner’. Despite the obviously tongue-in-cheek subject matter, this hyperbolic claim is in keeping with his overall attitude of infallibility. He sees himself as an independent artist who can achieve anything he wants. He is attached to his immediate locality and not to outside influences. Renaud’s choice of musical style in this song also adds to the message of autonomy and fidelity to a specific locality. As the title suggests, the music is a typical blues composition, with an introduction not unlike the musical introduction to John Lee Hooker’s famous Crawling King Snake. The guitar rhythm and Renaud’s drawling voice ending the song (on the sung version only) with ‘oh yeh’ confirm the blues style. In discussing the importance of the career of Delta blues singer Muddy Waters, Brian Longhurst points to ‘the origination of a style in a particular local setting’ and ‘the way in which the music was performed in social contexts for the local market’ as two decisive factors in the definition of blues. Similarly, in Renaud’s blues version, not only does he allude to the importance of his locality through the lyrics, but also, by association, through the chosen musical style. This spirited defence of his independence is perhaps to be expected in a singer-songwriter who had only just started his career and had not had to deal with commercialism or the power of the music industry. As we shall see later in this chapter, Renaud’s confidence in the power of song and in his own ability to stay independent of social pressures changes considerably as his career progresses.
However, it is interesting that even before commercial success, the issue of authenticity and ‘selling out’ should be among his concerns. In this song he is obviously very much aware of how other singer-songwriters have coped with the music industry, and acknowledges that if he is to continue in his chosen career it is an issue which he will also face. Authenticity is a major concern at this stage in his career, and in Chtimi rock (1978) he expands, again (semi-)humorously, on the sentiments expressed above to comment on the influence of American music on the French chanson tradition in the late 1970s. In the title, Renaud juxtaposes the words ‘chtimi’ relating to the traditional inhabitants of the north of France, and their authentic patois, le chti, and ‘rock’, a modern American import. This opposition is further exploited through the music and rhythm, which are classic rock’n’roll, and Renaud at times imitates an Elvis Presley slur. He also employs the English word ‘feeling’ to reflect the influence of Anglo-American culture on the French language. However, Renaud reacts against the American influence by asserting that, although ‘tous les rockers francais’ have travelled to America ‘pour trouver le meilleur feeling de la planète,’ he does nothave to:
Mais moi, pour m’éclater, pas b’soin d’aller si loin
Je joue du rock’roll à Lille-Roubaix-Tourcoing
He can still derive pleasure from more traditional sources, and find his ‘feeling’ in an area of France known for its independent spirit. However, towards the end of the song, a slight but significant change of attitude towards stardom can be found. Initially there is a defence of French culture and a disregard for travelling to America, yet, in the final verse the narrator imagines that one day he and his friends will become pop stars and gain international acclaim and stardom. He still maintains that he would not forget about France but the fact that he dreams of travelling and achieving success overseas is indicative of his growing ambitions. This song, then, can be seen, above all, as a nostalgic celebration of the importance of amateur rock culture to provincial youths.:
Un de ces quatre matins, on d’viendra des pop stars
À nous les hit-parades et puis à nous Guy Lux
Même si on est mauvais, on garde quand même l’espoir
De connaître la gloire, la fortune et le luxe
Mais on n’oubliera pas notre pays natal
One can sense therefore a certain ambiguity creeping into Renaud’s works. He is no longer the street singer paying tribute to Bruant and Montéhus and adamantly protesting that his authentic chanson style will not succumb to the pressures of commercialism and Americanisation. Although it is the narrator of the song who has ambitions of travelling and finding stardom, Renaud as a chanson artist is very aware of the difficulties of making a living from singing without compromising his principles. This ambiguity is echoed on his subsequent album, Marche à l’ombre through the song Où c’est qu’j’ai mis mon flingue? (1980). Through this work Renaud questions the power of song and his place in the chanson tradition. His ‘flingue’ can be compared to his song, which is itself seen as a metaphorical weapon. Throughout the song the title line is repeated, referring to Renaud continually searching for an arm with which to react against passivity. In the opening verse he declares that:
J’veux qu’mes chansons soient des caresses
Ou bien des poings dans la gueule
À qui qu’ce soit que je m’agresse
J’veux vous remuer dans vos fauteuils
This can be seen as a description of his œuvre generally, especially his earlier works (cf. Hexagone) where he did actively try to shake people up and fight passivity through song. He equally maintains that for him being a singer is not about achieving ‘un disque d’or’ or securing a solo performance at the Olympia. It is not for the fame or publicity but to say something, to produce a reaction through his songs, which therefore draws one into a wider debate concerning the role of the artist and the workings of the music industry. Renaud has made the choice to place himself in a ‘chanson de contestation’ tradition, but as the narrator of Chtimi rock finds, it is not always easy to stay local and oblivious to the music industry. As Renaud too becomes more famous, he cannot remain a small local artist. Although he is still maintaining his rebellious, anarchist stance, there are clues in this song that song generally is not as powerful a medium as he had hoped, and that the public are drawn to the image and fame of an artist rather than paying attention to the content of his/her songs. Renaud comments that it is not only ‘les mômes’ who want his autograph when he is out:
Y’a même des flics qui me saluent
Qui veulent que j’signe dans leurs calots
In earlier songs, Renaud has attacked the police, violently at times. Therefore, it is bitterly ironic here that policemen are now asking for his autograph. They too see only the star, which ultimately indicates that his songs have done little to change the world. The final verse also portrays an ambiguous position regarding the power of song:
Pour l’instant ma gueule est sur le zinc
D’un bistrot de plus cradingues
MAIS FAITES GAFFE! J’AI MIS LA MAIN SUR MON FLINGUE
This final line indicates that he has succeeded in finding his weapon, and that therefore he once again poses a threat. However, there is still a sense of impotence and the reality of the threat is unclear as he remains in his ‘bistrot’, rather than fighting injustices. In this sense, the song reflects Renaud’s feelings of uncertainty and inadequacy. However, there are a number of intertextual references in this song which serve to reinforce Renaud’s anarchistic tone as well as his antithetical assertion that song should be ‘des caresses/ ou bien des poings dans la gueule’. The choice of references is important as Renaud uses them to establish his place in relation either to the author of the cited text or to a part of the text itself. In this way, he seems to be searching for his own specific niche in the chanson tradition and calculating exactly where he belongs. For example, in line 56, he makes reference to Gainsbourg’s reworking of the Marseillaise:
La Marseillaise, même en reggae
Ça m’a toujours fait dégueuler
He is making reference to another ACI known for his non-conformist attitude, but even Gainsbourg’s scandalous reggae version of the Marseillaise is not shocking enough for this rebellious, anarchistic (and potentially slightly despairing) Renaud. This is equally true for his rewriting of lines from a Jean Ferrat song entitled La Femme est l’avenir de l’homme, which begins ‘le poète a toujours raison’ and has as its refrain: ‘je déclare avec Aragon/ que la femme est l’avenir de l’homme’. Renaud, however, turns this into a more acerbic version:
J’déclare pas avec Aragon
Qu’le poète a toujours raison
La femme est l’avenir des cons
The nihilist Renaud here describes all men as ‘des cons’ and at the same time challenges the power of the ‘poète’, of the author, of texts such as this one. Indeed, Ferrat himself was considered subversive because of his PCF sympathies, and several of his songs were banned. It would appear, then, that even at a comparatively early stage in his career (1980), there is an air of gloom surrounding his attitude to the power of the individual artist faced with the mighty machine of the music industry and of wider capitalist society. Indeed, in an article in Le Monde Claude Fléouter comments on the fickleness of audiences faced with choice in a consumer market: ‘le public est tellement abreuvé tous les jours de produits et de bruits qu’il se lasse rapidement’. He then cites Renaud who, in view of this attitude of consumerism, hints at a career change: ‘Je veux m’arrêter avant qu’on me le fasse sentir. J’aurai toujours envie, je crois, d’écrire des chansons mais pas celle de les défendre sur une scène ou à la télévision. Mais j’aimerais faire autre chose, écrire par exemple des scénarios ou des romans policiers’. Clearly, Renaud finds it difficult to come to terms with working in an industry which is dominated by commercialism. However, he does not change his career, but continues writing chansons.
As we have seen, Renaud often situates himself in relation to other ACIs and his reworking of Boris Vian’s Le Déserteur, in 1983, serves a similar purpose. Vian’s version was written in 1954 and immediately added to the artist’s scandalous reputation: ‘après avoir lancé une bombe dans la littérature avec J’irai cracher sur vos tombes (1946), roman signé Vernon Sullivan et qualifié de pornographie, il en lance une autre dans la chanson avec Le Déserteur, chanson antimilitariste qui sera interdite’. Therefore, by choosing to rework this particular song, Renaud is comparing himself to Vian and the sentiments the latter originally evoked. He is once again portraying himself in an anarchist vein and using chanson as a means to shock an audience. Renaud updates the song to make it relevant and pertinent to a 1980s French society by addressing the polemic to François Mitterrand. However, ultimately, Renaud’s version is not as scandalous as Vian’s original due to the obvious fondness Renaud has for Mitterrand, seen in this song near the end when the singer is willing to proffer a dinner invitation to the President.
However, the impotence first seen in Où c’est qu’j’ai mis mon flingue? is magnified in songs from 1988 onwards. The album Putain de camion was released that year and is a homage to the comedian Coluche, a close friend and Lolita’s godfather, who was killed in a motorbike accident on 19 June 1986. Renaud engaged in no publicity for this album, writing the following message on a whiteboard at his record company: ‘pour son prochain LP (avril 88) Renaud ne fera AUCUNE promo. Ni presse pourrie, ni radios nulles, ni télé craignoss’. In a later interview with Claude Fléouter, Renaud explains his decision and the consequences of it: ‘partagé entre le ras-le-bol de devoir me justifier dans cent émissions de radio et trente de télévision, et l’envie viscérale de m’exprimer en dehors même de mes complaintes, j’ai eu finalement une trop grande confiance en la capacité de mes chansons à se défendre toutes seules. J’ai refusé les médias. Je me suis fait piéger. Je me suis autobaillonné. D’autant plus que je n’ai pas fait de prouesses au Top 50. Résultat: je me suis aperçu que, dans les régions, des gens qui m’aimaient bien ignoraient la sortie de l’album. Je me suis planté. Je reprends un peu du collier pour dire: voilà, j’ai un spectacle au Zénith. J’ai envie de m’éclater sur scène et de donner du bonheur à ceux qui m’aiment’. As we have seen, from his very first album Renaud has been aware of the power of the music industry, the media, and commercialism and has tried to fight against it. However, he humbly admits here that the media, as well as the commercial side of the music industry, is an integral part of being an artist. That is not to say, however, that he believes it to be a positive thing. On the album there is an interesting mixture of songs which explore the music industry. There is criticism of commercially-minded radio stations who put profits before original talent in the song Allongés sous les vagues:
Plus c’est con, plus ça passe
Sur les radios FM
Similarly, in L’Aquarium (1991: Marchand de cailloux album) Renaud also displays his tiredness with the mass media by throwing first his television and then his radio out of the window. Impotence and an ability to answer questions or even suggest solutions can also be seen in Triviale Poursuite, which like Dylan’s Blowin’ in the wind poses questions about society without ever offering practical responses, making it rather trite and bland rather than a true protest song likehis earlier offerings:
Combien de victimes
Combien de milliers d’enfants
Dans les décombres des camps
Deviendront combattants?
However, in the song Jonathan, Renaud again compares himself to another ACI, this time Johnny Clegg. Clegg grew up in South Africa and first sampled Zulu culture in his teens. His group Savuka combined rock’n’roll with traditional sounds. There is therefore a certain similarity between Clegg and Renaud in that both artists combine traditional and more contemporary sounds in their music. In the main body of the text, Renaud also makes references to the similarities between Clegg and himself:
Jonathan, je suis comme toi un peu fou
Un peu kanak, un peu zoulou
Un peu beur, un peu basque, un peu tout
Rebelle, vivant et debout
In this way Renaud confirms his (and Clegg’s) status as rebels, outsiders within the music industry. Renaud also makes reference to the power of Clegg’s songs:
Entre guitare et fusil
Jonathan a bien choisi
Ses chansons sont des pavés
Des brûlots
Qui donnent des ailes aux marmots
It is perhaps significant that such a song appears on an album which seems increasingly disillusioned with the power of the individual artist. This song may well be a comforting reminder to Renaud as to the potential of song at a time in his career when he seems impotent in the face of mass media pressures. This song is also the last in which Renaud compares himself in such a positive way to another singer-songwriter, and the last in which he alludes to the power of song.
Negativity towards the music industry and a faltering sense of identity is also seen through Renaud’s portrayal of his own image, and the way in which he questions his status as a chanson artist. Image is an integral part of being a chanson artist and throughout his career Renaud plays with and projects his own image in different ways through his songs, album covers and official photographs. As is well known, the music industry manipulates a singer’s image for commercial ends, and the mass media generally elevate pop singers to heroic proportions, especially if there is a market of ‘fans’ who are willing to buy into the marketable product of the ‘star’. Renaud continually plays with fantasy and reality, persona and personality in such a way as to both knowingly demystify the entire ‘Renaud’ star persona and, on a broader level to problematise the whole status and position of the singer in capitalist society. Vicki Hamblin in an essay on French chanson in the 1980s argues that ‘the role of the singer and his place in a media-obsessed world is [. . .] one of the most prevalent themes to be found in popular music in the 1980s. […] the late Daniel Balavoine’, she argues, ‘was one of the first to express distaste with the star image afforded popular singers: Je ne suis pas un héros/ Faut pas croire ce que disent les journaux’. Furthermore, she asserts that Jean-Jacques Goldman ‘actively sought to demystify the performer who, […] was himself seeking to minimise rather than aggravate the distance between the "star" and the public’. Addressing the influence of the mass-media in this manner is not exclusively a 1980s phenomenon either. Serge Dillaz draws attention to the fact that in the 1960s, with the onset of thecommercial song, artists such as Leo Ferré attacked commercialism and the influence of Anglo-American culture:
Si tu chant’s ma chansonnette
Pour fair’ ton métier d’vedette
T’as qu’à barrer c’qui t’embête
Avec des x, avec des x
Ou bien chanter en "engliche"
Les conn’ries qui plaisent aux riches
Alors tu s’ras sur l’affiche
A Coquatrix, à Coquatrix!
(La Maffia)
In certain songs which deal with his image, Renaud plays with the audience, tempting them to believe certain things about himself. Peau aime (1978) is a good illustration. Renaud teases the audience through his chatty style and way of seeming to talk directly to them as friends or acquaintances, which is exactly what he is doing in performance. On one level this challenges the performer-public myth and brings the performer closer to the audience and vice versa. However, on another level Renaud is still the artist on stage, controlling events and the public are still in the subservient position of watching and listening to him. He has constructed an image and is acting a role. He also suggests to the audience throughout the song that he is demystifying his image for them (‘laisse béton/ j’démystifie!’). The demystification however is highly ironic, as the lines intended to demystify, only generate further mystification, carrying the listener back and forth from image to reality and not actually clarifying anything at all:
J’ai garé ma mobylette
Devant l’entrée des artistes
[…] J’ai jamais eu d’mobylette
ou alors quand j’étais p’tit
et j’l’avais achetée avec
les ronds d’mes économies
laisse béton,
j’démystifie!
However, the sense of almost being let in on a secret is exciting for the audience, as most ‘fans’ want to know a little bit extra about the private lives of their ‘stars’. Renaud exploits this by continually questioning the truthfulness of the statements he makes, through phrases such as, ‘sans blague’. He uses a similar formula in Sans dec’ (1978). As the title suggests, Renaud in each chorus is trying to convince the audience that what he has just said is the truth, not invention. The phrasing of each of the choruses is interesting in that the structure stays the same each time, but Renaud introduces one new middle line:
J’vous jure qu’c’est vrai les mecs
Jambe de bois, paille de fer
Si je mens, j’vais en enfer
This is reminiscent of a child’s rhyme for telling the truth. Therefore, Renaud is again using a child’s way of phrasing in order to question the line between fantasy and reality. Similarly, Ma gonzesse (1987) is a humorous love song with a final deflating twist, which self-consciously draws attention to Renaud’s image and, at the same time, portrays the narrator as no more than a child with schoolboy fantasies. The first-person narrator is associated with Renaud from the initial description:
J’aimerais bien parfois chanter
Autre chose que la zone
Un genre de chanson d’amour
Pour ma petite amazone
In this way Renaud reinforces his image as a ‘zone’ singer, but also leads the audience to believe that they will be listening to a song which the real Renaud wants to sing: a love song. However, throughout the song there is an intermingling of fantasy and the constructed real. When in the second verse he informs the audience that his ‘gonzesse’ deserves to have a love song written about her, it is as if they are being allowed a glimpse of a secret part of the singer’s life. However, the description slips into schoolboy fantasy as he compares his feelings to the portrayal of love in a classic film:
J’suis amoureux d’elle
Un peu comme dans les films
Ou y’a tout plein de violons
Quand le héros y meurt
In this way the narrator uses external, mass-cultural images of being in love to try and explain his own feelings, in the same way as a teenager might. Furthermore, throughout the song there is a childlike, smutty way of speaking, describing the statues in the ‘jardin des Tuileries’ who ‘exhibent leurs guibolles/ et se gèlent le cul’, describing his gonzesse’s eyes as marbles, and threatening to punch anyone who says that his girlfriend is ugly, or indeed beautiful; in the former instance he would be insulted and in the latter he would be jealous. Additionally the grammar is very poor, and imitative of childlike speech where the rules are often ignored: ‘ma princesse/ celle que j’suis son mec’. The final humorous twist in this song comes when Renaud deconstructs his story of true love with an absurd ending which reinforces the image of the narrator as a child:
J’aimerais bien un d’ces jours
Lui coller un marmot […]
Son mari, y veut pas
Y dit qu’on est trop jeunes

Renaud is clearly uncomfortable with the self-importance that accompanies a singer-songwriter. This is made clear through the way in which he deflates not only his ‘star’ status, but also his songwriting talent. For example, at the end of Pourquoi d’abord? the audience is not only left with the impression that they do not know the real Renaud, but that Renaud does not take writing his songs seriously:
C’est vrai qu’elle est un peu bâclée
C’est parc’que sur mon disque
Des chansons j’en avais qu’neuf
Et y m’en fallait dix!
Furthermore, he continually draws attention to his physical weaknesses through his song, which has the effect of deflating his ‘star’ qualities. In Peau aime, for example, he informs the audience that:
Dans l’dos j’voulais m’faire tatouer
Un aigle aux ailes déployées.
On m’a dit: y’a pas la place,
Non, t’es pas assez carré,
Alors t’auras un moineau.
Similarly, he jokes about the size of his muscles, when writing the captions for Claude Gassian’s photographs of him on tour (Figure 8). The way in which he uses humour, and continually laughs at his own weaknesses, suggests he is striving to hide inner vulnerability, much in the same way as a comedian would. Another way in which he displays his insecurity as a singer-songwriter is through substituting his own narrative voice for that of his daughter Lolita’s. He does this in a number of songs, but perhaps most significantly in his final album to date where an entire song is written using her ‘voice’ rather than his own. Renaud released the album A la Belle de mai in 1994 as a tribute to the working-class district of Marseille, of the same name. Many of the songs on the album are reminiscent of Renaud’s realist songs: simple, often full of pathos, the narrative style at times evocative of Prévert (cf. Son bleu, Le Petit chat est mort). One song in particular, Mon amoureux, is interesting in that whilst it explores Renaud’s image, it does so entirely through the eyes of his daughter Lolita. The narrative follows Lolita trying to convince her father that he will like her new boyfriend, which she does by comparing the two:
Il aime René Fallet et y pêche à la mouche
Et en plus il est protestant
[…] t’en fais pas Papa, mon amoureux tu l’aimeras
au bras d’fer l’est aussi nul que toi
On one level this song is a simple, touching narrative reflecting a father-daughter relationship. On another level, however, it is perhaps significant that Renaud chooses to use Lolita’s narrative voice when evoking his own image. It is, to a certain extent at least, symptomatic of his not being able to define himself anymore. He appears to have lost faith in the power of song and in his own position as a chanson artist and now, it seems, has lost the confidence to define himself through his own narrative voice. The song Laisse béton was discussed in Chapter Two in relation to youth and youth culture. However, the final verse is also relevant here as it is suggests Renaud is contemplating his own status as a singer-songwriter. Having described the plight of the adolescent protagonist and seemingly concluded the song by providing ‘la morale de c’te pauvre histoire’ which is, unsurprisingly, that one should not frequent such bars for fear of losing one’s clothes and possessions, Renaud then adds another verse, which reads:
Quand à la fin d’une chanson
Tu t’retrouves à poil sans tes bottes
Faut avoir d’l’imagination
Pour trouver une chute rigolote
In this way the focus of attention shifts from simple narrative to a self-conscious reflection on the role of a singer-songwriter. It is equally a humorous musing as one imagines a naked Renaud searching for inspiration. Therefore, by stripping himself of all clothes, he also strips himself of all pretensions as a chanson artist and thus deconstructs his image.
Parallel to the deconstruction of Renaud’s own image is a deconstruction of heroic figures generally. In Le retour de Gérard Lambert (1982) a sequel to Les Aventures de Gérard Lambert (1980) which follows a similar storyline. Renaud mixes the banal with fantasy and in so doing deconstructs the heroic status of the protagonist. The plot follows the character of Gérard Lambert as he drives from the Parisian suburbs to the city and his adventures en route. In line 9 the narrator states: ‘Lambert, c’est un héros’, this single line constructing the myth of Lambert as a larger-than-life heroic figure. However, Renaud then goes on to deconstruct the myth throughout the song. Lambert panics when he finds himself in an unknown spot, one of the windscreen wipers on his ‘Simca 1000’ does not work. His heroic qualities are similarly undermined through the music and rhyme scheme. The music is ironically and mockingly heroic, like a Piaf realist song taken to extremes, with drum rolls and wolf sounds, reminding us that Lambert is himself not heroic. The exaggeratedly simple end-of-line rhymes (Elvire/ rire; froidure/ aventure) create humour rather than heroic awe, especially as in the sung version Renaud lingers on and repeats the syllable ‘ure’ of froidure. In this way Lambert is seen as banal and ordinary rather than a stereotypical hero figure.
Similarly in the song Le père Noel noir (1981) there is an ambiguity of images between the expected image one has of Santa Claus through popular-cultural references in the form of films, children’s stories and popular songs, as a mythically heroic figure, and the one being portrayed by Renaud. In particular, the song can be seen as a parodic version of Tino Rossi’s extremely popular song Petit Papa Noël. Renaud demystifies the figure of Santa Claus by deconstructing the parts on which the myth was built, turning an otherwise heroic figure into a banal, risible one. The plot follows the amusing arrival of Santa Claus to Renaud’s house and a description of his time there. As with Le Retour de Gérard Lambert, Renaud mixes the banal with the extraordinary. Santa Claus is a mythical character whose appearance would usually cause excitement. However, here Renaud describes his manifestation in a matter of fact way, saying ‘il est v’nu mais manque de bol’, and then goes on to demystify the figure through describing his drunken antics and his clumsy, noisy manner. These are characteristics which contradict the traditional image one has of Santa Claus, but are nonetheless logical deviations from the myth, as Santa in most popular stories takes a small drink in each house he visits, and, although needing to be quiet so as not to wake the children, has a large and therefore, slightly cumbersome frame.
Le retour de Gérard Lambert is also important on a self-conscious level, in that it draws attention to its own creation and construction. There is a pastiche crime story element in that mock suspense and tension are created through the use of mechanisms such as time scale. The narrator informs the listener that the story is unfolding ‘ce soir’, which gives a sense of spoof immediacy. He equally states that blood will be spilt. In this way a sense of tragi-comic destiny is created: we are not told why, but simply, and concretely since it is written in the future and not conditional tense, ‘y va y avoir’. The mechanics of creating suspense are equally ironically exploited through references to the weather. In line 26 when the narrator states, ‘voilà l’brouillard qui tombe’ the audience expects this reference to have sinister consequences due to the associations in popular culture and especially crime fiction between fog and violence. However, Renaud demystifies this connection by adding: ‘c’est normal c’est l’hiver’. The self-conscious construction is further exploited through the narrator’s admission that ‘pour l’ambiance d’la chanson faut des intempéries’. Similarly a repetition of the word ‘suddenly’ in French in two different ways demystifies the melodrama and suspense of the song: ‘tout à coup soudainement’. Renaud also draws on a number of very typical, clichéd crime/ horror film techniques, ‘la silhouette qui passe’ and ‘les ruelles noires’ as if he is explicitly pointing out the cheap, B-movie nature of this type of fiction. The mechanisms of plot construction are exposed again in verse 9 when there is reference to the ‘gonzesse/ car c’en est une c’est sûr’. The ‘pluie qui ne cesse’ as well as the rhythm of line 34 (four times three syllabic beats) and the internal rhyme of ‘nuit’ and ‘pluie’ all add to the contrived feel of the song. Equally, Renaud provides a constant commentary, on the plot and uses a typical child’s dramatisation device: ‘da-da-daaaa’ to create mock suspense. Drawing attention to the construction of the song is something which Renaud has done throughout his career. Even his early ‘realist’ songs have self-conscious elements to them although the plot and vocabulary used could easily be taken for Bruant or Piaf. For example, in Jojo le démago, there is an awareness of the fictitious nature of the song. The opening verse illustrates this:
Attachez vos ceintures
Éteignez vos mégots
Car voici l’aventure
De Jojo le démago
Renaud is, in this way, inviting the audience to participate in the adventure. He is informing them that the adventure – the main body of the song – will start, like a roller coaster at a fairground they will experience the turbulent life of Jojo. They will travel through the adventure with the narrator. There is also a comment on the fact that this is a constructed piece of fiction in lines 23 and 24 of the written text:
Surtout des gars d’Gorges-lès-Gonesse
Qu’étaient la que pour faire rimer
Renaud is thus drawing attention to the construction of the song and the rhyme scheme and also to the tendency for songs describing the myths of the little people to invent numerous rhymes around the characters’ names, as Rearick highlighted in the last chapter. Similarly at the end of Le Gringalet there is a comment on the song, and in particular the tragic destiny of the protagonist:
Ma chanson se termine
Ça m’déprime
C’est pas humain
Moi j’aime pas les chansons
Où les héros
Y meurent à la fin

This is an interesting dénouement in that although Renaud as author of the song has control over its construction, here as author/ narrator he is commenting on the fatalistic aspect of it. This, on one level, reinforces the idea that the song is a true story and that Renaud is simply recounting that story and is thus experiencing the same emotions as the audience when singing it. On a second level, however, the distance he gives himself from the authorship of the song can be seen as an ironic distance more common to British than French songs. Renaud’s projection of his own image and commentary on his status as a French singer-songwriter, as seen in this chapter, are self-conscious elements, which will be further explored in the conclusion.
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Conclusion
 
Ironic distance is one of the traits which traditionally separates British popular music from French chanson. Simon Frith describes the narrative convention of British popular songs as such: The lyrical and narrative convention here is to use a song to portray a character while simultaneously drawing attention to the art of the portrayal. The singer is playing a part, and what is involved is neither self-expression (the equation of role and performer, as in chanson or blues) nor critical commentary but, rather, an exercise in style, an ironic - or cynical – presentation of character as style. The art of this sort of singing becomes a matter of acting, and there is always a question concerning the singer’s relationship to his own words.
The ironic distance then is seen in contrast with the way in which French singers – and Frith cites Piaf as an example – play a part within the narrative: Edith Piaf’s stories were authenticated by her own story; and her story was as much shaped by her songs as were those of her lyrical protagonists. People flocked to her shows not just to hear good tales well told, but also for the spectacle of narrative-in-action, for the sight of someone hanging onto life, pummelling and defying it, by putting it into words. And this pleasure was, from the beginning, imbued with nostalgia.
Renaud re-popularised the French realist song, his early narratives reminiscent of Piaf, or her predecessor Fréhel. However, as we began to see in the last chapter he does not, like realist singers, place himself within the narrative, but rather comments on his narrative from a distance. Moreover, like the British tradition, he draws attention to the art of portrayal at the same time as portraying characters and their lives. The song Le Retour de Gérard Lambert is a classic example of this. Renaud, hyperbolically at times, narrates the adventures of the protagonist whilst simultaneously drawing attention to the construction of the song. In this sense, the song is reflexive: it is as much about the art of song-writing as it is about Gérard Lambert, and Renaud is self-consciously drawing attention to the fact that he is the ‘author’ of this ‘chanson’. This trait is, in fact, true of the majority of songs dealt with in the last chapter. The intertextual references not only serve to establish Renaud’s place in a French chanson tradition, but also as reminders of the medium Renaud is working in and that he is the author of his songs. Similarly, his songs which explore image and stardom ultimately draw attention to the fact that Renaud is a French chanson star in a globalised music industry. Furthermore, the way in which Renaud reworks not so much reality but constructions of reality, the Doisneau image of Paris, or the youth ‘bande’ for example, is indicative of his constant awareness of the genre in which he is working and its place in popular cultural history.
In the opening citation to this thesis Renaud is described as a ‘bouffée d’air frais’. This is not primarily, in my view, because he is an authentic, rebellious singer. His main contribution to the sphere of chanson is that he brings an element of reflexivity and ironic distance. He is an observer of changing popular-cultural narratives. Through references to realist songs, rock’n’roll, ‘yéyé’ and other popular-cultural myths he is not only attempting to update them and make them more relevant to contemporary French society, but he is also drawing attention to the fact that chanson is a part of French cultural history. Although, he places himself in a chanson à texte tradition and his lyrics are extremely important in their own right, he uses music to add meaning and create specific associations. For example, his use of the accordion in songs in the 1980s transports the listener back to the early twentieth century, and his use of a piano in a song such as Mistral gagnant marks a sharp contrast to electronically produced music of the era.
Renaud’s œuvre, then, merits an important place in chanson history, and further academic study. His songs give an important insight to social and cultural changes in contemporary France, and the difficulties facing young people and/or inhabitants of the ‘zone’ in a diversifying and increasingly globalised France. His songs are also important in that they address issues facing chanson artists and ‘stars’ in a commercially-based music industry, and explore the difficulties in juggling authenticity with the need to live from one’s work. Thirdly, his songs are important because of their original qualities and in particular their postmodern reflexivity, narrating a story but at the same time commenting on the art of the narration.
However, Renaud’s concerns with the power of the music industry and his constant need to (re)-establish his place in the French chanson tradition, as was seen in the last chapter, suggest vulnerability and a loss of faith in his profession. This could also explain why he has not released any new material since 1994, and although he has recently been on tour (where he did sing two new songs), he was visibly fatigued, and appeared downhearted. One cannot help, therefore, but wonder if Renaud’s career as a chanson artist is perhaps over, and a career change, some twenty years after he confided to Claude Fléouter that he would like to ‘faire autre chose’, now inevitable.
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